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Abstract
Autonomous manufacturing and assembly requires precise estimation of
pose (position and orientation) of the object to be handled. If geometric
information of the object is available, such as a CAD file, these estimates
can be obtained by fitting the model with captured images of the object.
This is typically done by mapping robust, characteristic features visible on
the object to its geometry. By doing feature matching on images of the
object, the pose can be estimated. Because image features rely on texture
and color, they are challenging to use on uniformly coloured objects and
objects made of non-Lambertian materials. To circumvent this, Directional
Chamfer Matching (DCM) can be used to compare edges of a model to
edges found in images. In this way, the object’s pose can be estimated using
geometric information only.
This thesis describes an implementation of a simulated robot system where
a manipulator needs to obtain the location of an object using camera information. The system features a full pose estimation procedure where
DCM is combined with a Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation algorithm.
Additionally, the manipulator is set up with two cameras, a task controller and a motion planner to facilitate capturing images from multiple
views.
The pose estimation procedure’s robustness is compared to a similar
procedure using the Iterated Closest Point algorithm. Additionally,
different strategies for generating template data bases are explored, and
measurements of how distance affects the quality of the estimate are made.
Both one-image estimation and two-image estimation are tested. The
results from the system experiments show that the mean and standard
deviation of the estimation errors are under 3 mm for the position, and
under 0.05 radians for the orientation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In Evolutionary Robotics (ER), robot control systems and/or morphology
are developed using Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) [51]. The aim of ER
is to create robots with certain behaviour and abilities which are hard
or impossible to achieve using conventional methods. In short, an ER
system generates solutions by optimising a population of candidates. The
candidates are tested and evaluated through a fitness function, which is a
metric measuring how well the robot matches the desired traits. The best
candidates are used to generate a new population, and the whole process
is repeated in this manner until a criteria is met.
The testing and evaluation step of an ER system can be done either
in simulation or on a physical implementation of the candidate in
the real world. Because the latter often is a complex, expensive and
time consuming task to set up, most ER research rely on simulation
[24]. However, candidates evolved in simulation often suffer from the
"reality gap" between the simulated and real physics. To prevent this,
testing and evaluation of candidates in the physical world should be
done during evolution [51][31]. To make the manufacturing of evolved
candidates a manageable task, robots are often expressed as a collection
of modules [32][2][9], or only the parts of a robot that are changeable and
easily prototyped are evolved [18]. Even though these methods reduce the
complexity of ER research on physical robots, they place heavy constraints
on the solution space for the EA, and limit the possibility of exploring more
complex properties, dynamics and refined functionality of the robot design.
One of the main research aims in ER is to create systems that manage
to adapt to reality in a similar way as animals and organisms in nature
[22]. Automatic manufacturing and production of candidate solutions
generated by an ER system is a key factor of achieving this goal. To
facilitate this, advanced autonomous manufacturing and assembly (AMA)
systems are needed. Merging ER and AMA in this way places heavy
demands on the design and implementation of the AMA system. The
system has to be able to do complex manipulation on objects no one has
ever seen before. Thus, the AMA system has to obtain knowledge about
1

the object through information received from the ER system, and with
this knowledge alone manage the assembly procedure. Creating such an
AMA system is an ongoing research in the manufacturing field, because the
modern manufacturing market is under an ever increasing pressure from
global competition, and is characterised by short windows of opportunities
for new products as well as large fluctuations in product demand [35]. This
changes the market from mass production to "mass niche" [17], and calls for
flexible AMA systems. In a manufacturing context, this means to possess a
number of abilities such as reconfigurability of mechanical properties, and
having the capacity to produce numerous different items [10].
Imagining the scenario where an AMA system is assigned the task of
manufacturing a candidate for an ER system, it is clear that little knowledge
of what the AMA system will receive as input can be known in advance.
All that is known, is that it will receive a geometric description of the object
to be handled. This requires a system that can manipulate objects with
very different properties, i.e. colour, shape, material etc. To manage this,
the AMA must be able to obtain the location of the object to be processed,
and a first step towards a flexible AMA system is to look at how this can be
achieved using perception sensing and model based estimation.
Common perception sensors used in robotic work cells are normal
monocular cameras and depth cameras, such as RGB-D cameras. One
of the big challenges in computer vision is to estimate the pose, i.e. the
position and the orientation of an object, from perception sensors. There
are numerous approaches to solving this problem. If a model of the
object(s) to be located exists, a common approach in robot applications is
to compare the model with captured images of the object, and in this way
determine the object’s pose. Using RGB-D cameras, it is shown that six
degrees of freedom (DOF) pose estimates of objects can be obtained with
impressive precision by matching templates generated from a computer
aided design (CAD) file with images [26][13], or using neural networks
[58]. However, RGB-D sensors might fail to measure distances to objects
made of transparent, specular or reflective surfaces such as glass, metals,
porcelain, some types of plastics etc., which reduces the flexibility of the
AMA system.
Model based estimation of object pose can also be performed using normal,
monocular cameras, and by extracting features from the object’s visual
appearance in the image, e.g. by using the SIFT [40] or SURF [6] method,
and map these features to the objects geometry. By identifying the same
features in images of the object, the pose of the object can be found by
solving the perspective-n-point problem [37]. However, robust features
require texture and salient visual cues on the object which is identifiable
from different views and in different images. This will not be the case for
a lot of objects, and the same reasons used to exclude RGB-D cameras can
be used to exclude this method, as it reduces the flexibility of the AMA
system.
Keeping in mind that the only robust information available for the AMA
2

system is the geometry of the object, this suggests that a method utilising
geometric information only is the approach that is the most invariant to
different object properties. This implies that the only information that can
be used to estimate the pose of the object are lines produced from the edges
and contour of the object which can be extracted from images. An approach
to this problem is to do pose estimation using chamfer matching (CM) [4],
which is a method for measuring the distance between two edge maps.
CM is a preferred method to use when a model of the object to be located
exists [16]. To compare the lines in two images, CM picks a line segment
in one of the images, and finds the closest line to the same position in the
other image. This can further be improved by also considering the line
segment’s orientation, which is done by the directional chamfer matching
(DCM) method [39]. Using this metric, templates generated from the model
CAD file can be compared to line segments from an image of the object
to do a coarse estimation of the object’s pose. The coarse estimate can
be further optimised by utilising the iterated closes point (ICP) algorithm
[59][39], or the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [23][30][29].

1.1

Aim of thesis

With the reasoning above, it is clear that a pose estimation method based
on DCM is a good option for a flexible AMA system, especially if the
AMA system is to handle objects with unknown appearance or material
properties. Thus, the aim of this thesis is to explore different aspects
of pose estimation using DCM with the motivation that it should be
used in a production center for manufacturing of ER candidates. Both
Imperoli et al. and Liu et al. researches the use of DCM in robotic
applications[39][30][29]. They demonstrate that the method is capable of
performing pose estimation with impressive precision. However, it is
unclear how their work transfers to another robot setup. Liu et al. uses
a specialised multi-flash camera [46] to extract edges from images, while
Imperoli et al. uses a line segment detection (LSD) algorithm to find lines
in images from ordinary cameras. Because the approach of Imperoli et
al. relies on common cameras, it is a good choice for using in a research
test setup. Thus, this pose estimation procedure will be the focus of this
thesis.
Coupling DCM pose estimation with a robot manipulator for mechanical
flexibility creates a good, initial base for testing pose estimation of objects,
as the manipulator can get a camera attached to its end-effector, and be
used in a multi camera setup. Therefore, the first goal of this thesis is the
following:
1. Implement a pose estimation procedure using DCM and an optimisation algorithm. Create a complete robotic perception pipeline using
the implemented pose estimation procedure together with task controllers and motion planners on a robot manipulator. Set up the robot
3

manipulator with camera and a work space in a simulator.
Because DCM is used to obtain a coarse estimate of the object’s pose
using template matching, a good template data base strategy must be
found. Imperoli et al. tests their setup by sampling candidate poses around
the ground truth, which is not possible in a real life setup. Finding a
strategy that balances the precision of the coarse estimate while keeping
the template data base at a reasonable size is a must if the method is to be
used in a practical setup. Additionally, an optimisation algorithm must be
chosen, and different system configurations must be tested. This leads to
the second research goal:
2. Use the implementation of the system to test the robustness of
different optimisation algorithms and different template data base
generation strategies. Test how different system configurations
affects the pose estimation performance, and find metrics that enable
the results to be comparable to other experiments.

1.2

Outline

The following part of the thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter
2 describes the theoretical background and previous work in necessary
detail, and gives an overview of the different software tools used to set
up and apply the theory on a robot system. In chapter 3, the structure
of the implemented system, as well as the details of algorithms and their
respective parameters are outlined. In chapter 4, the implemented system
is used to compare optimisation algorithms, test and develop a suitable
strategy for generating good candidates to use as input to the optimisation
algorithm, as well as test how different system configurations affects the
pose estimation precision and robustness. The setup and execution of
the experiments are described in detail, and the results are presented and
analysed. Chapter 5 contains a general discussion about the results from
the experiments, a conclusion of the thesis, and suggestions for further
work.

4

Chapter 2

Background, tools and
framework
This chapter establishes the notation used in this text and describes
the theory needed to implement the pose estimation procedure using
DCM. Additionally, the motion planning problem is formulated for
robot manipulators. Software libraries, tools and frameworks with
functionality related to the theory will be presented and described where
appropriate.
The first section describes the mathematical notation and formulations
used throughout this thesis. The second section describes computer
vision methods which will be used in the third section to introduce pose
estimation by analysing image data of an object, while the fourth section
gives a background in motion planning for robot manipulators.

2.1

Mathematical notation and formulations

The mathematics formulations in this thesis follows the following notation
scheme:
• A lower case, bold letter represents a column vector, e.g.
( x, y, z)T .

x =

• A lower case, italic letter represents a constant, e.g. a.
• An upper case letter represents a matrix, e.g. Ax = b.
• Homogeneous matrices and vectors are marked with a tilde, e.g.
x̃ = ( x̃, ỹ, w̃)T = w̃( x, y, 1)T .
• Rotation and transform matrices that project a coordinate frame
ob xb yb zb to coordinate system o a x a y a z a (oi marks the origin of the
frame) are notated as Rba , Tba , with Rba , Tba ∈ SO(3) , where SO(3) is
the special orthogonal group, e.g. xa = Rba xb
5

• Rotation matrices around a base axis are marked with the axis name
as subscript, and the angle in parenthesis, e.g. R x (γ).
• Sets are represented by a bold, upper case letter, e.g.
{ x1 , x2 , . . . , x k }

X =

3D rotations may use the roll, pitch, yaw (RPY) terminology. Every rotation
is represented by an angle γ around the x-axis (roll), an angle β around the
y-axis (pitch), and an angle α around the z-axis (yaw), which represented
by the matrix product
Rrpy (γ, β, α) = Rz (α) Ry ( β) R x (γ)

(2.1)

when rotating around fixed axes. The matrix multiplication is reversed
if the rotations are done with respect to the current axes, i.e. doing the
rotations around the axes which could have been altered by previous
rotations.
The rotation representation in 2.1 have singularity points. Additionally,
identical rotations can be expressed in multiple ways, e.g. Rrpy (π, π, 0) =
Rrpy (0, 0, π ). To circumvent this, rotations can be expressed in unit
quaternions q = (q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 )T . Given the rotation θ around the axis
represented by the vector v, the corresponding quaternion can be expressed
as


θ
θ
q = (q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 ) = ± cos , vT sin( )
2
2
T

T
,

q ∈ SU (2)

(2.2)

where SU (2) is the Special Unitary group. The only ambiguity with
quaternions is that q and −q represent the same rotation, which makes
sense, because the rotation θ around the axis v is the same as the rotation
−θ around the axis −v.

2.2

Computer Vision

Computer Vision is the scientific problem of making a computer able to
describe the worlds properties through digital image information, and is
a field encompassing physics, euclidian and projective geometry, statistics
and computational optimisation [54]. A digital image is nothing more than
a matrix where the elements, commonly named pixels, are represented by
numerical values. Mathematically, an image is represented by a matrix
I and a pixel in an image is accessed as I (u), where u = (u, v)T is the
vector representing the pixel position in the matrix, i.e. u is the index of the
column, and v is index of the row in the matrix.
By looking at the relationship between pixel values in an image, structural
and visual information about the scene in the image can be extracted and
6

interpreted by a computer. This section describes some of the theory and
methods used to extract this information.

2.2.1

The perspective camera model

Let a pixel in an image be represented by the augmented vector
ũ = (u, v, 1)T . Let a point in the world be represented by p̃w =
( x, y, z, 1)T ∈ P 3 . The projection of the point p̃w into a pixel position ũ
in an image is given by
ũ = K [ I3x3 03x1 ] Twc p̃w

(2.3)

where [ I3x3 03x1 ] Twc is the extrinsic camera model projecting p̃w onto the
normalised image plane as shown in figure 2.1. Twc is the transformation of
the point p̃w from the world frame to the camera frame, given by
Twc

Rc
= w3x3
01x3


tcw3x1
1


(2.4)

while [ I3x3 03x1 ] is the perspective projection from 3D to 2D. K is the camera
calibration matrix, also called the intrinsic camera model, given by



s cu
f v cv 
0 1

fu

K= 0
0

(2.5)

where (cu , cv ) is the optical center where the optical axis intersects the
image plane, s is the skew parameter, and f u and f v are scaled versions of
focal length f in the u and v directions. Often the assumption f u = f v = f
is made [54]. The focal length is related to the width W (in pixels) and the
field of view (FOV) γ (in radians) as shown in equation 2.6
f =

W
2tan( γ2 )

(2.6)

The camera frame is specified as a right hand coordinate system with
the positive z-axis pointing into the projection plane, the positive x-axis
pointing to the right, and the positive y-axis pointing down as shown in
figure 2.1.

2.2.2

Line segments

A standard way of finding lines in an image is to first apply the Canny
edge detector [12], and then apply the Hough transform [3] method to
extract lines. However, the Hough transform has big problems with
7

p̃c = (x, y, z, 1)T
u

(u, v)T

x

(cu , cv )

z=

f

zc
oc

xc

y
yc

v

Figure 2.1: Camera coordinate frame: The figure illustrates how the coordinate system of
the camera frame is specified, and how a point p̃c is projected onto the normalised image
plane.

false detections, motivating the development of the Line Segment Detector
(LSD) algorithm [56]. LSD is an algorithm that improves upon the work
of Burns et al. [11], where lines are extracted from images through the
following three steps:
1. The image is partitioned into regions called line-support regions. A
line-support region contain pixels with similar gradient angles within
a certain tolerance.
2. A line segment is approximated for each line-support region.
3. Each found line segment is validated by analysing the information of
the line-support regions.
To generate the line-support regions, the LSD algorithm first apply a
pseudo-sorting algorithm on the pixels, roughly sorting the pixels by
gradient magnitude from highest to lowest in pseudo-order by classifying
each pixel into a finite number of bins. A region growing algorithm is
applied on the pixels in every bin, and does the following:
1. Pick the first pixel from a bin and set the region orientation φregion
(which eventually will be the orientation of the line-support region)
to the angle orthogonal to the gradient orientation of the pixel.
2. Look at the adjacent pixels and add all pixels which have the same
orientation within a threshold τ as the region orientation. When a
pixel is added to a region, it is marked and never visited again. When
pixels are added, φregion is updated with
8


φregion = arctan

∑i sin(φi )
∑i cos(φi )


(2.7)

where φi is the angle orthogonal to the gradient orientation of pixel i.
3. If new pixels were added, repeat section 2 for these pixels. If no new
pixels are added, the algorithm ends.
For every line-support region generated by the region growing algorithm,
a line is approximated as a rectangle r ∈ R, where R is the set of rectangles
extracted from image Im . A rectangle is represented by a length, a width,
a center of mass, and an orientation. Using a pixel’s gradient magnitude
as mass, the center of the rectangle is set to the rectangle’s center of mass,
while the orientation is set to the first inertia axis. The length and the width
are chosen to fit the line-support region.
The validation step ensures that the rectangles found are not products of
image noise, i.e. false positive detections. To validate the extracted line
segment rectangles, a statistical, a contrario method by Desolneux et al.
[21] is used to detect objects as outliers of the background of the image.
Desolneux et al. show that an image background model can be modeled as
a Gaussian white noise image where the gradient orientation of each pixel
is uniformly distributed over [0, 2π ]. The validation is done by disproving
the claim that the tested rectangle is a product of white noise, which is
called hypothesis H0 . This can be formulated the following way:
Reject H0 if k (r, Im ) ≥ kr else accept H0

(2.8)

where k (r, Im ) gives the number of aligned points in rectangle r and image
Im , and kr is a threshold value which should be set so that the control of an
expected number of false positive detections under H0 can be guaranteed.
In other words, denoting the number of false positive detections as n f alse ,
the aim of the algorithm is to apply a control ensuring n f alse < e, where
e = 1 as advised by Desolneux et al. Von Gioi et al. show in [56] that
n f alse (r ) can be calculated with
n f alse (r ) = N 5 · b(n(r), k (r), p)

(2.9)

where N is the number of possible width values for the rectangle, b(n, k, p)
is the binomial tail, n(r) is the number of pixels in the segment, and p is the
probability that two adjacent pixels are aligned by chance. Note that if H0
is accepted, i.e. the rectangle is a false positive, the rectangle is invalidated
and discarded. An example of the result from using the LSD algorithm on
an image can be seen in figure 2.3b. The source code1 of the implementation
of the LSD algorithm is published by the authors.
1 https://github.com/theWorldCreator/LSD
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2.2.3

Directional Chamfer Matching

An edge map is an image of the scenery where nothing but edges with
similar orientation are shown. By comparing edge maps from two different
images, a relationship between the two images can be established. Chamfer
Matching (CM) was introduced by Barrow et al. [4], and is a tensor
measuring the alignment between two edge maps. In order to use this
tensor to find known objects in an image, template edge maps must be
created from an image or render of a model of the object. These will be
tested against query edge maps, which are edge maps from an image of the
scene where we want to locate the object.
Let the set U = {ui }, i = 1, 2, . . . , |U| be the set of edge pixels from a
template edge map. In the same way, let the set V = {v j }, j = 1, 2, . . . , |V|
be the edge pixels from an edge map of a query image. The CM is the
average of the distance between all pixels ui ∈ U and their closest edge
pixel v j ∈ V:
dCM (U, V) =

1
min ui − v j ,
v j ∈V
n u∑
i ∈U

n = |U|

(2.10)

where dCM : R2 7→ R. Because CM becomes less reliable when the
background in the image is cluttered, Shotton et al. added an additional
cost which penalised oriental mismatch between the nearest edges called
Oriented Chamfer Matching [49]. In a similar manner, Liu et al. created the
Directional Chamfer Matching (DCM) tensor which augments CM from
equation 2.10 with an oriented measurement [39], thus minimising errors
in both distance and orientation:
d DCM (U, V) =

1
min( ui − v j + λ φ(ui ) − φ(v j ) )
v j ∈V
n u∑
i ∈U

(2.11)

where d DCM : R3 7→ R, the constant λ is a weighting factor between
the two terms, and φ(x) is the orientation of the line segment associated
with point x. Examples of DCM trajectories with respect to rotation and
translation distances are shown in figure 2.2.

2.3

Pose estimation using Directional Chamfer Matching

Pose estimation from images is a fundamental computer vision problem. It
is an inverse problem: Given the projection of an object from 3D space onto
a plane (an image), estimate the pose of the projected object with respect
to the camera. Because spatial information is lost when a point in space is
projected onto a plane, additional knowledge is needed for pose estimation,
10
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Figure 2.2: Plot of DCM: In plot (a) a template is positioned to be well aligned with the
corresponding object in the image. It is then rotated into the image plane, which generates
the trajectory shown in the plot. In plot (b), the template rotation is constant, but the
template is shifted on the z-axis.

such as image depth information or geometric information of objects in the
scene. Focusing on the latter, a data base mapping the relation between
the geometric structure of the object and its visual characteristics can be
generated. By comparing visual features from a query image with visual
features from images in the data base, the pose of the object can be found
by pairing the visual features location and orientation with the geometry of
the object. This requires salient, visual features on the object which can be
identified in two different images. This may not always be available, and a
11

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.3: LSD and raster: In image (a) rasterisation points generated from the object model
(shown as the yellow frame around the object) are rendered to be in a similar pose as the
corresponding object in the image. Image (b) show the result of applying the LSD algorithm
on the image from (a).

different approach must be taken to compare an object’s model description
to an image.
As explained in chapter 2.2.3, the DCM tensor from equation (2.11) uses
edge information only, and is invariant to the visual characteristics of the
object. DCM gives a distance between two edge maps, and can be used
to compare edge maps generated from a CAD file of the object to a query
image. By generating a data base of edge maps of different views of the
12

object, a coarse pose estimate of the object in the image can be done by
comparing it to the templates in the data base.
To speed up the comparison process, edge orientations are quantised into
q discrete channels that evenly divides the range [0 π ). With the function
φ̂(·) giving the nearest quantised orientation, the Three Dimensional
Distance Transform (DT3V ) can be computed as
DT3V (x, φ(x)) = min( x − v j + λ φ̂(x) − φ̂(v j ) )
v j ∈V

(2.12)

Thus equation 2.11 can be expressed as
d DCM (U, V) =

1
DT3V (ui , φ̂(ui ),
n u∑
i ∈U

n = |U|

(2.13)

All in all, pose estimation using DT3V is done in three major steps:
1. Get a coarse estimate of the object’s pose by comparing the query
image with the templates in the data base.
2. Optimise the estimate using the coarse estimate as a candidate.
3. Validate the final estimate.

2.3.1

Coarse estimation using DCM

This method of finding the coarse estimate is taken from the work of
Imperoli et al. [30]. It is described in the following steps:
1. Template data base generation: The object is rendered from many
possible poses by using a CAD file of the object to be located.
From each pose a set of points representing line segments from that
particular view of the model are extracted. These points are called
rasterisation points, and each point contains information of an edge
point’s position and orientation. Each pose rasterised in this way
represents a template image which can be matched against a query
image. See figure 2.3a for an example of an object matched with its
corresponding rasterisation points.
2. Process query image: Line edges are extracted from the query image
and edge maps created from the quantised orientation channels.
Imperoli et al. suggests in [30] [29] using the LSD algorithm from
section 2.2.2 on Gaussian pyramids [1] of the input image to find
edges in different scales. A distance map is created for every
orientation image. A distance map is an image where every pixel
reports the distance to the closest edge pixel. In this way, two edge
maps with the same orientation can be quickly compared by looking
up the pixel position of an edge pixel from image A in image B.
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3. Rough pose estimation: The query image is compared to the
template images. Using equation 2.13 to measure the alignment
between the query image and the template images, the template
image with the lowest score is the best candidate for a rough pose
estimation.

2.3.2

Refining estimates

Candidates from the rough pose estimation are used as an initial guess
in an optimisation algorithm (OA) to get a refined estimate. Having the
function π (oi , Toc ), where π (·) projects 3D edge point oi from the object onto
the image plane as described in equation 2.3, and Toc = T ( Rco , tco ) being
the pose with orientation Rco = Rcorpy (γ, β, α) and position tco = ( x, y, z)
of the object, expressed in the camera frame, the optimisation procedure
can be formulated to find the set (γ, β, α, x, y, z) ∈ R6 producing T̂oc that is
minimising:

E( Toc ) =

1 m
1
2
DT3V (π (oi , Toc ), φ(π (oi , Toc ))) = ∑ DT3V (oi , Toc )2
∑
2 i =1
2 i =1
(2.14)

i.e. finding the translation vector and orientation matrix of Toc generating
the projection of m rasterisation points with the lowest DT3V distances
to the object in the query image. Equation 2.14 is a non-linear least
squares problem. It is shown [23][29] that a solution for these kinds
of problems can be computed by applying the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm [41][38], and Imperoli et al. calls this solution the Direct
Directional Chamfer Optimisation (D2 CO). An open source and well tested
general implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is created
in the Ceres Solver C++ library 2 . Using the terminology from Ceres Solver,
the general problem can be formulated as:
min
x


1
ρi || f i ( xi1 , . . . , xik )||2
∑
2 i
s.t

(2.15)

xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax


where ρi || f i ( xi1 , . . . , xik )||2 is called the residual block, f i (·) is a cost
function, ρ is a loss function, and xi = ( xi1 , . . . xik ) is the parameter block.
xmin and xmax are the minimum and maximum bounds on the parameter
block.
Comparing equation 2.14 with the formulation in 2.15, it can be seen that
the set (γ, β, α, x, y, z) is the parameter block for this problem, DT3V (·) is
the cost function, and that ρ( DT3V (·))2 is the residual block. The loss
2 http://ceres-solver.org
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function ρ is a function that robustifies the estimation by reducing the
influence from outliers. As shown in [23], using a Huber loss function [27]
improves the performance of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm when
this is used to fit data points to a model, making it a good candidate for
a loss function for this problem. Relating to equation 2.14, the Huber loss
function for this problem is:

(
ρi =

1
c
2 DT3V ( oi , To )
δDT3V (oi , Toc ) − 12 δ2

for DT3V (oi , Toc ) ≤ δ
otherwise

(2.16)

where δ is a parameter that can be tuned.
Because the LM-algorithm uses a linear combination of Gradient-descent
and Gauss-Newton methods, a derivative of DT3V must be calculated.
This can be done by finding an analytical derivative of the residual
block, as done by Imperoli et al., or by using numerical or automatic
differentiation [5].
Equation 2.14 can be extended to optimise over more than a single input
image. The new input images can simply be added in as another residual
block as shown in equation 2.15, producing the following formulation for
multi view optimisation:

E( Toc ) =

1
2

NI

∑



cj 2
j
DT3
o
,
T
V
o
∑
j
i

(2.17)

j =1 i =1

where NI is the number of input images, DT3Vj is the image tensor
c

j

generated from image j, while To j and oi are the transform and rasterisation
points generated from camera view j. The camera views are with respect
to camera view j = 1.
Another approach to the refined estimation problem, is to use the Iterative
Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [59][7], which is done by Liu et al. [39]. ICP
reduces the distance between two point sets, and can be done even though
no correspondences between the points are known. In order to align the
point set U with the point set V, the first step of ICP is to find the shortest
distance between a point ui ∈ U and v j ∈ V. This is done for all the
points in U. When all distances have been found, a distance minimisation
technique is used to estimate the transformation which will find the best
alignment between the current chosen points in the two sets. All the
points in U is updated with this transform, and the algorithm repeats until
convergence. The ICP algorithm can be implemented in Ceres in a similar
manner as D2 CO.
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2.3.3

Evaluation function

Imperoli et al. suggests a scoring function that measures how the refined
pose estimation and the object in the image aligns:
Ψ( Tco ) =

1
m

m

∑ |cos( Iθ (xi ) − ndir (xi ))|

(2.18)

1

where xi = π (oi , Tco ), ndir (xi ) is the image normal direction in point xi
computed from the sample points, and Iθ (xi ) is the gradient direction
image taken from the query image in xi . This can be extended in a similar
fashion as equation 2.17.

2.3.4

Software for computer vision and pose estimation

As already mentioned, many of the previously described algorithms and
methods have existing implementations in open source software and
frameworks. Together with these libraries, the OpenCV software library
and the source code from Imperoli et al.3 [30] are two major code bases
which are invaluable to this project.
OpenCV4 [20], the Open Source Computer Vision Library, is a software
library with many well tested and optimised implementations of state-ofthe-art algorithms. It presents many of the common building blocks that
are needed to bring together a computer vision system.
The code base from Imperoli et al. is not a well tested and optimised
software library. It is simply the source code from their research which they
share openly. This is emphasised to prevent the impressions that this is a
software library in the same league as OpenCV or Ceres. In fact, the library
could not even compile without being edited on first time testing. That
being said, the library offers key classes and functions for implementing
pose estimation using DCM. Most notably, the library offers:
• Classes for generating and handling rasterisation points from a CAD
file to create the template data base.
• Image processing functions to obtain lines using LSD.
• Functionality for quantifying input images into orientation channels
and creating the DT3V tensor.
• Classes for doing coarse pose estimation (template matching) with
DCM.
• Classes for setting up the Ceres Solver software to apply the D2 CO
and ICP algorithms.
3 https://bitbucket.org/alberto_pretto/
4 https://github.com/opencv/opencv
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• Methods to evaluate the estimate using equation 2.18.
With the exception of some comments in the code, the code base is mostly
undocumented. Knowledge of what is doing what had to be gained by
studying the functions and looking at test applications released with the
library.

2.4

Robot motion planning and control

A robot manipulator is a nonlinear, coupled system which is both hard to
model and control because of its complex dynamics. Because this thesis’
focus is mainly on pose estimation, the theory around modelling and
control of robot manipulators will only be described in enough details to
explain the motivation behind the choice of software frameworks that will
be used to implement the system.
The theoretic background of this section is taken from standard robot
modelling and control literature [19][50][52][55]. This section is divided
into two parts, where the first one formulates the problems regarding
motion planning and control for a robot manipulator, while the second
section describes the software tools and frameworks used to solve these
problems.

2.4.1

Robotics modelling and motion planning problem formulation

A robot manipulator can be modelled as a kinematic chain where n + 1
links are connected in a series with n joints. There are two main ways to
express the state of a manipulator. One is to use a vector of joint values,
while the other is to use the pose of the tool (from now on called the endeffector) of the robot in cartesian space. We refer to joint space if we do
trajectory planning or position control on joint values directly, while it is
called operational space if the same is done in cartesian space.

Forward and inverse kinematics
It is clear that operational space trajectory planning is more informative
than doing the same in joint space when relating the manipulator’s
movement to its surroundings. However, expressing the pose state of the
manipulator in joint space is needed to give the control signals needed to
invoke the desired motion. The Denavit-Hartenberg convention and the
forward kinematics can be used to calculate the end-effector’s pose from
joint values, but the inverse kinematic problem, i.e. finding the joint values
resulting in a particular end-effector pose, is non-trivial, especially if the
manipulator have redundant joints (n > 6).
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Robot manipulator motion planning
A robot manipulator’s configuration space C is the set of allowable joint
values or end-effector poses the robot can have. In this context, allowable
means that a robot’s configuration cannot be set so that the manipulator is
colliding with obstacles or itself.
Considering motion planning for moving a robot manipulator from one
configuration to another, the motion planning problem consists of finding
an allowable path in C.

2.4.2

Robotics software tools and frameworks

A number of open source software libraries and frameworks exists for
robotic applications. This accelerates research, because a complete robot
system tailored to a specific hardware can be set up (relatively) quickly
without having to reimplement common functionalities every time. The
Robot Operating System (ROS) [45] is among the most popular of the open
source frameworks, and is a message oriented middleware that can be used
to decentralise a robot system. This is done by splitting robot functionality
such as sensors, motion planning and controllers into smaller entities called
nodes.
The robot system can be constructed by setting up independent nodes and
pass information as messages between them. ROS places few restrictions
and constraints on software in nodes, making it easy to merge code
from other projects and libraries into a robot project. In addition to its
message interface, ROS offers other functionality, such as implementations
of standard algorithms as well as tools for setting up, debug and analyse
the implemented robot system.
The next sections will give an overview of important features of ROS. Most
written here can be further studied in [43] or the tutorial pages of the ROS
homepage 5 .
ROS
The nodes in the ROS framework communicates through a publisher/subscriber model. This means that a node broadcasts which topics it wants to
obtain information from (i.e. subscribe to), and to which topics it will publish its own information. Topics are represented with a topic name and a
datatype, where a datatype can be everything from normal primitives such
as integers and strings, to more complex and massive data structures such
as trajectories and images. If two nodes have a match on a topic, e.g. node
A publishes on a topic that node B subscribes to, a communication link
is set up between the nodes, and information can be passed between them.
5 http://www.ros.org/
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Connecting nodes in a message oriented way is an attractive feature of ROS
because it enables parts and modules of a robot system to be swapped easily.
While topics are meant for streaming information between nodes, ROS
offers a service interface where nodes can send single inquiry messages
between each other. A service routine is based on sending a request and get
a response in return, and is useful for passing trigger messages or setting
state machines between nodes. Services can be seen as an interface which
presents different tasks the node can execute or solve. If a feedback loop
needs to be established between nodes, i.e. for doing closed loop control
or similar, services falls short. Instead, ROS offers actionlib which have a
client/server interface. The client sends a request to the server and receives
periodic feedback about the progress of the request.
A node may contain parameters which can be set by the user. ROS offers
an interface for setting parameters by having a parameter server where
parameters are stored with a parameter name and a value. In this way,
nodes can do a lookup on the parameter server to find the parameter
values they need. For managing nodes and loading parameters to the
parameter server, ROS offers launch files, which are scripts for automating
execution of multiple nodes and putting nodes and parameters within
namespaces.
To relate the control and planning software with the physical robot,
a detailed description of the robot’s geometry and dynamics must be
available. In the grand scheme of things, different robots are just different
composites of joints, links, transmissions, wheels etc. ROS recognises
this, and includes a structural way to describe the robot using the Unified
Robot Description Format (URDF). URDF is written in Extensible Markup
Language (XML), and can be uploaded to the parameter server for nodes
to access this information. To keep track of all the coordinate systems
attached to joints, links and objects in the workspace and how they relate,
ROS uses the tf library [25]. tf has an interface to ROS where transforms
can be broadcasted and looked up, and because tf maintains a transform
tree of the workspace, it makes looking up transforms between arbitrary
coordinate systems in the workspace trivial.
The subjects listed above is part of the core functionality of ROS. In addition
to this, ROS includes packages with implementations of controllers called
ROS Control [15]. With ROS Control, a hardware interface can be
defined in the URDF description of the robot, and readily made controllers
can be connected to this interface. ROS also includes motion planners
in the MoveIt! [14] package which will be described in the following
section.
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MoveIt!
MoveIt! is a package offering methods for inverse kinematics solutions
and motion planning. It uses Kinematics and Dynamics Library (KDL) 6
for calculating inverse kinematics solutions, and Open Motion Planning
Library (OMPL) [53] for motion planning. KDL solves the inverse
kinematics problem by using a LM-algorithm based on general principles
from [44]. OMPL solves motion planning requests through probabilistic,
sampling-based algorithms such as Probabilistic Road Maps [33] or "tree
planners" such as Rapidly-exploring Random Trees [36].
In short, a probabilistic sampling based algorithms samples the configuration space of the robot randomly. A point in the configuration space can
either be allowed or disallowed as explained in chapter 2.4.1. By sampling
enough random points of the configuration space, the configuration space
can be mapped. The motion planning problem is then reduced to connecting the allowed points from the start point to the goal point.
Moveit! uses the information from an URDF file describing the robot to do
the motion planning. Additionally, it requires configuration files describing
planning algorithm parameters and joint groups of the manipulator. When
all is set up and loaded, the motion planner can generate a motion plan
to a goal configuration. The result of the motion planner is a trajectory
which can be fed directly to a trajectory controller implemented in ROS
control.
Gazebo simulator
Simulators are commonly used in robot research to give a safe, virtual
environment for your system to misbehave when errors in implementation
or theory occur, while at the same time relieving the researcher of the
cumbersome practicalities concerning robot hardware.
ROS comes with an interface to the Gazebo simulator [34]. Gazebo offers a
choice of multiple physics engines, enabling simulations of a robot system’s
dynamics. Because Gazebo is interfaced with ROS, the dynamics and
mechanical properties of the robot can be loaded directly from the URDF.
Another attractive feature of Gazebo is its ability to simulate sensors, such
as cameras.

6 http://orocos.org/kdl
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Chapter 3

Implementation
A fundamental goal of this thesis is to implement a perception pipeline in a
robot system, i.e. a robot system that can detect and locate an object through
perception sensing, and plan its motion with respect to the observed object.
This is done by capturing images of the object in the scene from different
points of view using a static camera with overview of the workspace,
from now on called an eye-to-hand camera configuration, and a camera
attached to the robot manipulator, which is called eye-in-hand configuration.
This chapter gives a description of the implementation of such a robot
system, describing the structure and the parameters controlling different
functionality.
A brief overview of the pose estimation procedure follows: Before pose
estimation is done, a template data base is created offline from a CAD
file. To estimate the object’s pose, an image of the object in the scene is
captured. The image is compared to every template in the data base. The
template with the lowest DCM distance to the object in the image is used as
an initial guess in an OA. If more images are to be used in the estimation,
the manipulator is moved to capture an image from a new, suitable view of
the object. The initial guess from the template matching and the captured
images are fed into the optimiser which produces a refined estimate. The
estimate is then evaluated. An overview of this workflow is illustrated in
figure 3.1.
Structure wise, the following parts of the system must be designed and
implemented:
• Template data base generator: Gets a CAD file and parameters as
input, and generates a template data base.
• Camera / image subscriber: Fetches the most recent image from a
camera and stores it for use in pose estimation.
• The pose estimation algorithm: Uses the template data base and
input image(s) to estimate the object’s pose.
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• Motion planner and controller: For a given goal pose, a motion plan
should be constructed and executed.
• Task controller: Receives a list of tasks to do. Executes tasks one by
one in a loop.
• Interface to the simulator: The simulator have to be set up with
workspace, manipulator and cameras.
In the first section the system structure is described. The following sections
describes the functionality of the parts mentioned above in further detail,
and explains how this functionality relates to the background theory given
in chapter 2.

3.1

System structure

To realise the system, three types of ROS nodes must be implemented: A
robot motion planner which generates a trajectory that is fed to a trajectory
controller, a camera node which can generate or load template data bases
for the active cameras, receive image input from cameras, and do pose
estimation, and a task management node which can process a task plan
and signal the other nodes to execute the needed actions. The camera
node should collect images from the active cameras and feed them to the
pose estimation algorithm. Using ROS control to realise the trajectory
controller and a MoveIt! move_group node to run the motion planner, the
node structure of the system is as shown in figure 3.2.

3.2

Template data base generation

The library related to the work of Imperoli et al. [30] includes classes and
methods for handling CAD models, generating rasterisation points from
the model, and functionality to store and access a template data base.
Additionally, there are tools to generate various poses around a sphere,
which is the technique used by Liu et al. [39] to generate a good variation
of poses for the rough pose candidate matching. The main idea behind
generating poses of the object on a sphere, is that it gives a systematic
way of creating a coarse grid of pose candidates of the object within cubic
space. When generating poses, a correspondence between the object’s pose
in 3D and its projection on the image plane is made, which enables finding
the rough pose estimation through matching the query image with the
templates. This implies that the granularity, i.e. the size of the sampling
steps used for template generation have impact on precision of the rough
pose candidate estimation.
To generate the model poses around a sphere, seven parameters are needed
to control the precision and granularity of the pose candidates. Using the
RPY terminology from equation 2.1, these parameters are:
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the system: The figure illustrates how the template data base is
generated and used together with an input image captured from the scene to estimate the
pose of an object, which is then published. The motion planner uses the published object
pose to calculate its end-effector goal pose. The goal pose is used to generate a motion plan,
which is then executed to move the robot to the desired configuration. Notice that both the
pose estimator and motion planner acts on trigger message from the task controller.

• The roll and pitch sample step (∆θ) in degrees , i.e. the angle size used
to sample points on the sphere.
• Yaw tolerance (φmax ) in degrees, the maximum angle (in both positive
and negative directions) from the base orientation the object model
should be rotated around the z-axis.
• Yaw sample step (∆φ) in degrees, similar to ∆θ.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of nodes: The grey rectangle boxes represents nodes or applications
included in ROS, while the white rectangle represents nodes implemented in this project.
The stippled lines represents service calls and responses between nodes, while the full
drawn lines represents information passed as topics.

• Z-axis tolerance (zmax ) in meters, i.e. the maximum deviation on the
z-axis (both positive and negative) from the base position the object
model should be translated when generating templates.
• Z-axis sample step (∆z) in meters, i.e. the distance size between
sample points on the interval ±zmax .
• The radius of the sphere (r) in meters.
• A pose p = ( x, y, z, γ, β, α)T in 3D space marking the origin of the
sphere.
In addition to these seven parameters and the object’s geometric description from the CAD file, the camera matrix of the camera capturing the
images is needed to project the rasterisation points of the model correctly.
The logic flow of template data base generation is summed up in the
following steps:
1. Generate and store a template for the origin of the sphere.
2. Generate points on a sphere with desired radius r and roll/pitch
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sample step ∆θ.
3. For every point on the sphere, generate rotations of the point around
the z-axis from −φmax to φmax with ∆φ as sample step size.
4. For every sample step ∆z from the reference pose ( p x , py , pz −
zmax , γ, β, α)T to ( p x , py , pz + zmax , γ, β, α)T , calculate and store the
pose of the reference pose rotated with the all the rotations generated
in previous step.

3.3

Camera handler

The camera handler fetches the latest image of the scene captured by the
camera and stores the image together with the current pose of the camera
(with respect to the eye-to-hand camera situated over the work space). This
is done on que from the task controller. A camera handler can be set up to
listen to published images from either the eye-to-hand camera, and/or the
eye-in-hand camera attached to the manipulator.

3.4

Pose estimation

Similar to the implementation of the template data base generator in
chapter 3.2, the library created by Imperoli et al. contains functions for
constructing a pose estimation algorithm using template matching and
optimisation as described in chapter 2.3. The pose estimation is performed
in the following four steps as shown in figure 3.1:
1. Create distance transform map of the query input image.
2. Perform template matching.
3. Refine pose estimates by optimising the best candidate(s).
4. Evaluate the refined pose estimates.
A number of parameters are used for tuning the functionality of these four
steps, and have impact on the performance and behaviour of the pose
estimation algorithm.

3.4.1

Creating distance transform map

When a query image is received edges are extracted from the image
using the LSD algorithm. In order to run the DCM algorithm to match
the query image with the templates, the input image is quantised into
q discrete orientation channels, producing q images where each image
hold lines with similar orientation. Distance maps are constructed from
the q orientation images. The value of q have a direct impact on both
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performance and precision of the pose estimation: High values of q results
in more orientation channels and therefore a bigger search space, while
low values of q will create matching errors and artifacts because lines gets
interpreted as having the same orientation even though there might be a
substantial angular difference between them.
Looking at the DT3V tensor from equation 2.12, it is clear that the value
of λ controls how error in orientation is penalised compared to error in
translation. High values of λ gives errors in orientation more impact, while
lower values favours errors in translation.

3.4.2

Template matching

After the distance maps have been constructed from the input image, they
are compared to the rasterisation points templates in the data base using
equation 2.13. Keep in mind that the calculations are already done in the
distance maps, and the value of DT3V is found by looking up rasterisation
points in distance maps with the same orientation as the raster point.
The n best candidates where n ≥ 1, i.e. the templates with the lowest DT3V
value are chosen as valid candidates for pose refinement. The candidate
estimates are then further improved by getting shifted in their average
x and y distance from their matched lines to cancel out the first part of
equation 2.11, moving the candidate estimates closer to the object in the
image. For pose estimation using a single image, the n best candidates
are needed because even though the single best candidate have a better
DCM score, the OA might converge to a weak local optimum, while other
candidates might converge to a better final result.

3.4.3

Pose refinement

The best candidate(s) are refined through an optimisation procedure. The
optimiser receives the distance maps of the query image together with
a candidate pose from the template matching, the object model and the
camera model, and returns a refined pose estimate. As explained in chapter
2.3.2, the D2 CO algorithm can be set up with the Ceres Solver library, and
the library from Imperoli et al. includes functions and data structures for
setting this up. In order to describe the optimisation problem to Ceres,
the residual block of equation 2.15 must be expressed in code so that it
matches equation 2.14. This means setting up the loss function and cost
function.
In Ceres, the cost function can be described by a struct with an overloaded
() operator. In the constructor of the struct, the camera model, a pointer
to the distance maps of the input image, and a single rasterisation point is
stored. A cost function is created for every rasterisation point created from
the model. Operator () have the signature
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template < typename _T >
bool operator ()( const _T * const pos , _T * residual )
It can be seen that operator () receives a pointer to a pose of a line
segment (const _T* const pos) and a pointer to the residual. pos is
an array containing the seven parameters of the pose (position vector
and orientation represented in quaternions). This pose is used to update
the stored rasterisation point’s pose, and then reproject this point to the
image plane, so that its DT3V value can be computed and stored in
residual. Automatic differentiation and the Huber loss function is already
implemented in Ceres, and can readily be set up with the cost function
described above.
The implementation of the pose estimation refinement is done in the
following steps:
1. Using the object model, rasterisation points of the candidate pose are
generated.
2. For every raster point a residual block is created as explained above.
3. Run the solver.
The procedure is quite similar for multi view optimisation, but requires
some extra logic to handle the different views. All the new views are
registered with respect to the initial camera view. The input to the optimiser
function is a data structure containing the object model, the poses of the
different views, the distance maps from the images taken from the different
views, the camera model, and the candidate pose from the template
matching represented in the initial camera view. The cost function is made
as described above, but the candidate pose is transformed to every new
view before being projected and used to calculate the DT3V value. The ICP
algorithm can be set up in the same way.

3.4.4

Pose evaluation

To evaluate the refined pose, a Gaussian pyramid is created of the input
image, which is used to obtain the image gradients. The refined pose is
used to project raster points onto the image, and the image normals ndir
are calculated from rasterisation points. The evaluation score is calculated
using equation 2.18. For a perfect fit, the image gradients and the projected
raster points’ normals should point in the same or opposite direction. This
means that equation 2.18, can have values from 0 to 1, where 1 marks
a perfect fit. Imperoli et al. uses the value 0.8 as a threshold value for
deciding if the calculated pose is precise enough. After pose evaluation,
the evaluation score is published, and the candidate pose and the refines
pose are published to tf.
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3.5

Robot motion planning

This section describes how MoveIt! is set up in ROS to do motion planning.
By analysing the URDF file defining the robot, configuration files for the
planners and inverse kinematics solvers can be generated by tools from
the MoveIt! package. This is described in the first section. Next, the
calculation scheme of finding the end-effector pose with respect to the
object is outlined, and at last, the planning and execution of the motion
from the initial pose to the goal pose is addressed.

3.5.1

Motion planning setup

A number of configuration files are used in MoveIt!, and the MoveIt! Setup
Assistant program can be used to generate this through a graphic user
interface. This program loads the URDF file describing the robot, and let
you do the following:
• Sample thousands of different random poses of the robot to check
for self collisions. This generates a matrix identifying links on the
manipulator that never can collide with each other. Having this
information reduces motion planning time. The matrix is stored in
a Semantic Robot Description File (SRDF), which is a file holding
information that complements the URDF. The SRDF can be loaded
onto the parameter server and interpreted by a motion planner.
• Define joints in planning groups. By grouping joints together,
planning can be done on subsets of joints on the arm. Because
the manipulator in this project only uses a static end-effector (the
camera), the only group needed to be defined is the "manipulator"
group which includes the whole kinematic chain of the robot. The
information is stored in the SRDF.
• Generate ROS trajectory controllers for the manipulator.
• Generate launch files needed to start the MoveIt! motion planners and
load the configuration files and parameters properly.
After running the setup assistant, the generated launch files ensure that
the move_group node can be executed with all the configuration files and
parameters loaded properly under correct namespaces. The move_group
node can be accessed through services and action clients, and offers
functionality for motion planning and trajectory generation.

3.5.2

Calculating end-effector pose

If multiple images are used in the pose estimation, the robot manipulator
have to position itself to get a new view. The new view is calculated with
respect to a point on the work table. The point is given by the position of
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the object from a candidate estimate using the initial image, or by using
a point planned in advance. The manipulator should aim its end-effector
camera directly at the point given while positioning itself to have a distance
r between its end-effector and the object coordinate system’s origin. The
desired pose of the end-effector can be defined on a sphere around the point
on the work table.
The new pose is calculated using spherical coordinates around the origin
table point, represented in the coordinate frame attached to the base link.
See figure 3.3 for illustration. Using the control parameters rm , θm , φm
to control the end-effector pose, the position part tbgoal of the goal pose
(represented in the base link frame b) of the manipulator can be set as
b
x bgoal = xobj
− rm sin(θm )cos(ζ b + φm )

ybgoal = ybobj − rm sin(θm )sin(ζ b + φm )

(3.1)

zbgoal = zbobj + rm cos(θm )
where ζ b is given by the angle between the manipulators base and the
object frame origin:

ζ b = atan2

ybobj

!
(3.2)

b
xobj

Where the atan2 is the 2-argument arctangent function which, contrary to
the normal arctangent funcion, gives an unambiguous angle between a line
and the positive x-axis of the coordinate system.
The orientation Rbgoal is given as
Rbgoal = Rz (ζ b + φm ) Ry (

3.5.3

π
− θm )
2

(3.3)

Planning and execution

Once the goal pose is calculated, the goal can be sent to the move_group
node as a request to generate a motion plan in return. The resulting motion
plan is sent as a execution request to the move_group, which in turn passes
the trajectory to a ROS trajectory controller, generating the intended motion
on the manipulator.

3.6

Task controller

To make the robot system somewhat flexible and reprogrammable, a task
controller is needed. The task controller receives a list of desired tasks, and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Illustration of manipulator pose with respect to object: (a) The manipulator in
its default pose with a coordinate system attached to its base link and end-effector. (b) The
manipulator after the pose is calculated with respect to the origin of an object coordinate
system.

makes sure to execute the tasks sequentially in a loop until one of the tasks
responds with a message telling that it can not execute any more. This
is designed in a client-server model using services. A task client sends a
service trigger message to a task server to invoke its task function.
Two types of tasks are implemented: One type where the task client just
sends a trigger request and moves on when it receives the response, and
one where the task client waits for a trigger request back from the task
server. The first type is used when the task requested runs a function which
can be resolved within a single function call, i.e. the whole task can be done
without communicating with other nodes. Because a service call blocks
communication with the ROS framework, the second type should be used
if the task requires other service calls or needs to receive information from
topics.

3.6.1

Task servers

If a class have a member function which should be set up as a task,
the class inherits from an Task::Interface class, granting the class a
set of functions to set up a chosen function as a task. This is done by
looking up a task name, which will return the type of the task. The
task type corresponds to the two types mentioned above. For a server,
the type could be Task::Type::receiver, which is the type where the
whole task can be resolved within a service call, or the type could
be Task::Type::receiveAndSend. The Task::Type::receiveAndSend registers a function which will set a flag when triggered. The flag signals
another function to do the node communication needed to solve the task.
When this function has resolved the task, a trigger message is sent through
a service call back to the task requesting client node.
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3.6.2

Task client

The task client pretty much mirrors the server. The list of tasks to
be run is fetched from the parameter server. The task names are
looked up to receive their corresponding types, which can either be
Task::Type::sender or Task::Type::sendAndReceive. The tasks are then
put in a loop and run in sequence as they appeared in the list. If a
task is of type Task::Type::sender, the client will just send the trigger
signal and move on when when it receives the response. If the task is of
type Task::Type::sendAndReceive, the client will send the trigger signal,
receive the response, and wait until it receives a trigger signal back from
the server.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of task types

3.7

Gazebo setup

To simulate the robot system, three major parts have to be described
to Gazebo: the cameras capturing the images from the work space, the
robot manipulator, and the object to be localised. The simulated hardware
interacts with the topics on the ROS framework in a similar manner as real
hardware would do, which makes it possible to change the simulator with
a real robot system in the future with minimal effort.
The chosen robot model for this project is the Universal Robot 5 (UR5), and
is chosen because it is frequently used in robot research labs. Additionally,
there exists an interface for connecting UR5 to ROS, and detailed URDFs
are already made available 1 . Because of this, loading an UR5 into Gazebo
can be done without much effort.
1 https://github.com/ros-industrial/universal_robot
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Gazebo can simulate cameras, which can be specified in an URDF file. The
camera’s resolution, frame rate, simulated noise and FOV can be set, as
well as the near and far range of view. The latter specification reduces
computation for the camera simulation, as the scene outside the range
of the view cone is ignored and not processed by the camera simulation.
The cameras in this project are set up with a 1024x768 resolution, 0.6
FOV and zero noise, identical to the cameras used in [43]. Because the
camera is simulated, the intrinsic parameters of the camera model can
be obtained directly from Gazebo, meaning that no camera calibration is
necessary. Two cameras are simulated in an eye-to-hand and eye-in-hand
configuration. The latter is attached to the UR5 arm by importing the
camera and manipulator URDF into a combining URDF file, where the
link of the camera is attached to the end-effector link of the manipulator
through a static joint.
The CAD file describing the object can be loaded directly into Gazebo.
All that is needed is to create an URDF file where the collision geometry
and visual appearance is defined by the CAD. Because the manipulator is
not interacting with the object in this thesis, dynamic parameters such as
mass and inertia can be set to approximate values. If the correct dynamic
parameters are needed, tools such as MeshLab2 can be used to calculate
the area moment of inertia from the CAD file. The CAD files used in this
project are the same used by Imperoli et al., and are objects used in the
RoCKIn@Work 2015 competition3 .

2 http://www.meshlab.net/
3 https://github.com/rockin-robot-challenge/at_work_models/tree/master/objects
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Chapter 4

Experiments
Experiments were conducted using images from data sets, or running the
system in simulation. The experiments were aimed at verifying that the
implemented system behaved as intended while documenting how tuning
specific parameters and configurations affected the system performance.
Doing these experiments in simulation is attractive because the ground
truth of the object can be obtained easily, and measurement of the pose
error can be done with negligible measurement uncertainties.
The main simulation setup is implemented in Gazebo, and consists of
a robot workcell with two cameras, one in eye-to-hand configuration
overlooking the main working area, and one in eye-in-hand configuration
attached to the manipulator’s end-effector. The simulated workcell is
shown in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Simulation of the workcell: An UR5 robot manipulator is placed on a base with
a camera attached to its end-effector. The object of interest is located on a table in front of
the manipulator. Another camera is placed over the table and is shown as the free-floating,
tiny box in the upper middle of the picture, marked by the yellow circle.
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The first section of this chapter describes the metrics used to benchmark
the performance of the implemented system. The following sections
report how the different experiments were set up, and give an analysis
of the results. In experiment 1, the robustness of D2 CO is compared to
ICP. Experiment 2 tests and compares two different template data base
generation strategies. The best performing strategy is used in experiment
3 to test how distance affects the estimation results. In experiment 4 the
estimation results are further improved by optimising the n best candidate
estimates. Experiment 5 tests estimation using two images.
The terminology used in these experiments is as follows:
• A template data base is a collection of sets of rasterisation points
generated from different views of the input CAD file model (as
described in chapter 2.3.1), coupled with the pose data of the view
the points were generated from.
• The query image is the captured input image from the scene.
• A candidate estimate is the template from the data base with the
smallest DCM distance to the object in the query image. This can
be viewed as a coarse initial estimate.
• The refined estimate is the calculated pose from optimising the
candidate estimate.
Because the implemented pose estimation procedure described in this
thesis is a merging of different algorithms, the system behaviour and
performance are controlled and affected by numerous parameters used to
tune different aspects of their respective algorithms, as well as the different
configurations and properties of the physical setup. An overview of these
parameters and properties can be seen in table 4.1.

4.1

Metrics

This chapter describes how the results from the experiment are examined.
When measuring a system’s performance, metrics must be chosen in such
a way that relevant information can be extracted from the collected data in
a way that makes it comparable to other solutions and experiments. Some
researchers claim that the robotics community lacks conventional methods
for rigid evaluation and standardised assessment procedures [48], and it
can be unclear how certain measurements are defined, i.e. angular error,
success rate, etc. To avoid any uncertainties around the metrics used,
this section will present how the system precision and configuration are
described.
This thesis aims to explore the precision and robustness of a model based
pose estimation, and to identify important relations between parameters
and configurations while demonstrating how change in parameter values
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Parameters and properties affecting system performance
Parameter
Comment
Camera intrinsic parameters
Camera field of view.
Camera image width.
Camera image height.

FOV
W
H
Tcw ( x, y, z, γ, β, α)*
τ

λ
q

δ

Camera extrinsic parameters
Camera pose in world reference frame.
LSD parameters
LSD region orientation threshold as described
in chapter 2.2.2.
DCM parameters
DCM weighting constant, see equation 2.11.
Number of discrete DCM orientation channels,
see equation 2.12.

Optimisation algorithm parameters
Huber loss function tuning parameter.

Template data base generation parameters (chap. 3.2)
∆θ*
Roll/pitch sample step.
φmax *
Yaw tolerance.
∆φ*
Yaw sample step.
zmax *
Z-axis tolerance.
∆z*
Z-axis sample step.
r*
Sphere radius.
Toc ( x, y, z, γ, β, α)* Origin pose represented in camera frame.
θm
φm
rm
h, w, l

Motion planning sphere coordinates parameters
The angle to the z axis.
The angle in the x/y plane.
The radius
Object model
Dimensions of model bounding box

Table 4.1: Overview of parameters controlling system behaviour and performance. Those
marked with (*) are the parameters tested and tuned in the experiments.
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affect the system’s performance.
methods are needed:

For this, the following metrics and

• A measurement of error between two poses.
• A method relating the system configuration to the amount of
information captured in an image.

4.1.1

Distances

When measuring the implemented system’s performance, the main point
of interest is how precise it can estimate the pose of an object using image
information of the scene and geometric information from the CAD model.
This makes the pose distance error and its statistics the main metric of these
experiments. A pose distance error consists of two parts: a distance error in
position, called translation error, and a distance error in orientation, called
angular error. The first is straight forward, and is simply the distance in
3D space between the origin of the coordinate systems attached to the two
poses, where the coordinate system is defined in the model CAD file. The
translation error between two points pa and pb is given as
d pos =

q

( x a − x b )2 + ( y a − y b )2 + ( z a − z b )2

(4.1)

where xi , yi , zi are the 3D coordinates of pi .
Measuring the angular distance between two similar, rigid bodies is less
trivial, and is a problem approached with numerous methods [28], depending on how the rotation is represented. Because of the robustness
to ambiguities compared to Euler angles and RPY representations, quaternions will be used to to express the orientation of the measured object.
This call for a metric which measures the angular distance between two
quaternions. The relation between the inner product of two quaternions
q1 , q2 and the relative rotation angle α between the two orientations are
described by equation 4.2 [8][57].
1 − h q1 , q2 i2 =

1
(1 − cos(α))
2

(4.2)

where hq1 , q2 i is the inner product between q1 and q2 . Solving for α,
this creates a metric for the measurement of angular error between two
poses:
d ang = α = arccos(2hq1 , q2 i2 − 1)

(4.3)

which maps the angular error in 3D space to α ∈ [0, π ]. Even though it
can be unintuitive to look at equation 4.3 directly, it is clear that it produces
a measurement of how close two orientations are. As the measurement
approaches 0, the orientations are more and more similar.
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4.1.2

Pixel area and pixel information density

The distance between the camera and the measured object have impact on
the quality and precision of the pose estimate. For longer distances, the
image information of the object is compressed into fewer pixels, and vice
versa. The size of the object influences the precision the same way. The
capabilities of the camera capturing the image must also be considered.
From a pose estimation point of view, there is also a difference between
visually identical, but different sized objects being represented with the
same amount of pixels, because in this context the measurement error will
be proportionate to the actual size of the object.
It is clear that the amount of pixels holding object information depends on
four factors: the distance from the camera to the object, the object’s size, the
resolution of the images captured by the camera, and the camera’s FOV. As
far as the author of this thesis knows, there exists no conventional metric
to describe a relation between these factors.
pixels2

To express this ratio, a metric with the units mm2 seems appropriate. This
should represent the amount of pixels describing 1 mm2 of the object’s
projection, and is chosen to be called pixel information density. Because
the projection of the object changes with its orientation, a simplification is
done by taking the average between the areas of the bounding box of the
object. This leads to the proposal of the following metric.
Using the perspective camera model from equation 2.3, the relation
between the area ∆x · ∆y, which is the average area of the sides of the
object’s bounding box, and the corresponding pixel area ∆u · ∆v can
be found. In the perspective camera model, a point pc = ( x c , yc , zc )
(represented in the camera frame c) is projected onto the normalised image
plane. Using s = 0, f u = f v = f , equation 2.3 can be rewritten as
  
 c 
u
f 0 cu xzc
  
 yc 
 v  =  0 f cv  zc 
1
0 0 1 1

(4.4)

The relation between a point xic , yic and pixel values ui , vi (dropping the
camera frame superscript to increase readability) is
xi
+ cu
zi
yi
vi = f + c v
zi

ui = f

(4.5)

With ∆x = x1 − x2 , and ∆u = u1 − u2 , having z1 = z2 = z because
the average of the bounding box’ side areas is projected on to a plane
intersecting the closest of the two points ( x1 , y1 , z1 ), ( x2 , y2 , z2 ), which
is parallel to the image plane, the following expression defines ∆u and
∆v:
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 x

x1 − x2
x1
2
∆u = u1 − u2 = f
+ cu − f + cu = f
=
z
z
z


 y

y1 − y2
y1
2
+ cv − f + cv = f
∆v = v1 − v2 = f
=
z
z
z

∆x
z
∆y
f
z

f

(4.6)

From this, the pixel area can be expressed as:
a px = ∆u∆v = f 2
Defining the metric to be µ =
metric can be expressed as

µ=

∆u∆v
∆x∆y ,

∆x∆y
z2

(4.7)

and keeping in mind equation 2.6, the

a px
f2
W2
= 2 = 2 2 γ ,
∆x∆y
z
4z tan ( 2 )

[µ] =

pixels2
m2

(4.8)

Equation 4.8 may seem non-intuitive because information gets abstracted
away. The aim of this metric is to obtain an insight into how much object
information the pixels should contain to get an estimate within a wanted
precision. If through experiments it is found that a value of µs gives an
estimate within the desired precision, a maximum distance zmax can be
calculated by finding a pxo = µs ∆xo ∆yo , and solving equation 4.7 with
respect to z. ∆xo ∆yo is the average area of the bounding box of a new object
which should be located with the system.

4.2

Experiment 1: Testing robustness of D2 CO versus
ICP

Imperoli et al. showed that their method, D2 CO [30], is faster and
more precise than ICP [59] when optimising a candidate estimate. ICP
was used in a DCM pose estimation procedure in the work of Liu
et al. [39]. All though high speed and precision are important traits
of a localisation system, robustness is also a significant factor when
measuring performance. In the context of this thesis, robustness should
be understood as an OA’s capability of finding a good solution even
though its initial guess is based on a candidate estimate with a substantial
distance error in translation and/or orientation. By testing how far off the
candidate estimate can be from a good pose before the refined estimate is
deteriorated, a strategy for generating templates can be determined.
This initial experiment compares D2 CO with ICP using 100 iterations for
ICP. This makes ICP much slower compared to D2 CO, but if ICP shows
improved robustness compared to D2 CO, it could still be an attractive
choice for refining estimates. To measure robustness, a template of the
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object is manually placed in an image of the object. The template is placed
so that it receives a good score from the evaluation function. By gradually
moving the template candidate away from this pose, a "break point" can
be found where the optimiser no longer manages to improve the estimate
well enough to find a pose receiving a score close to the initial pose. As
can be seen in figure 2.2, the DCM tensor is piecewise smooth near the
optimal pose, and the optimisation should be able to "snap" to the optimum
within a certain distance from this pose. Finding these distances may give
information about an OAs robustness and indicate how the template data
base should be generated.
The aim of this experiment is to gather knowledge and information about
the following items:
• If the robustness of D2 CO is the same or better than the robustness of
ICP.
• If there is a certain distance in translation or orientation from the
initial pose where the algorithms start to fail.
• If there is a notable difference in performance when refining estimates
on different models.

4.2.1

Experiment setup and execution

For this experiment, images and object models bundled with the source
code from Imperoli et al.1 are used, and the object models in figure 4.2 are
chosen to be used in this experiment. The models are used to find their
corresponding object in two separate images. The rasterisation template is
manually placed on the object in the image to get a descent initial pose, e.g.
as shown in figure 2.3a.
The robustness is separately tested against errors in both translation and
orientation. For the bearing box model shown in figure 4.2a, the initial pose
gets an evaluation score of 0.87, while for the axis model shown in figure
4.2b, the initial pose gets an evaluation score of 0.73. The estimation for the
bearing box is considered a success if the result receives an evaluation score
of 0.8 or higher, while the estimation of the axis is considered a success if it
scores 0.65 or higher. The values for the success scores is chosen to give the
OA some leeway. It does not have to find the same pose as the initial pose,
but a pose which can be considered to have somewhat the same precision
as the initial pose. Using these score limits, a success rate can be scored for
a given distance error.
For testing the robustness in translation errors, the template candidate pose
was shifted on a sphere with increasing radius around the initial pose. The
position of the template was shifted as shown in the pseudo code in listing
4.1. The radius r was incrementally increased by 1 mm, while θ and γ was
1 https://bitbucket.org/alberto_pretto/d2co/src/master/bin/
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
Figure 4.2: Object models and experiment images: Object (a) is called the "bearing box" and
is used to do pose estimation on image (c) by comparing a template of the model with its
edge image (e). Object (b) is called the "axis" and is similarly used on image (d) and (f).
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increased by 0.1 rad for every step. The new pose was evaluated every time
it was updated, and a success rate was reported for every increase of the
radius.
xold = xinit
yold = yinit
zold = zinit
for (r from rmin to rmax )
{
for (θ from 0 to 2π)
{
for (γ from 0 to 2π)
{
xnew = xold + rsin(θ )cos(γ)
ynew = yold + rsin(θ )sin(γ)
znew = zold + rcos(θ )
}
}
}
Listing 4.1: Pseudo code for shifting translation of object

Robustness to orientation errors was tested by rotating the template on
a cone with increasing radius around the axis of the initial orientation.
Using axis-angle representation for rotations, the rotations were calculated
as shown in listing 4.2, with θrmin = 0.1 rad, and θrmax = 1.0 rad. The success
rate was reported for every increment of θr .

[r1 , r2 , r3 ] = [rinit1 , rinit2 , rinit3 ]
for (θr from θrmin to θrmax )
{
[ u1 , u2 , u3 ] = [r1 + θr , r2 , r3 ]
[ a1 , a2 , a3 ] = [ u1 , u2 , u3 ] − [r1 , r2 , r3 ]
[b1 , b2 , b3 ] = [ a1 , a2 , a3 ] × [r1 , r2 , r3 ]
for (γr from 0 to 2π)
{
[rnew1 , rnew2 , rnew3 ] :
rnew1 = r1 + θr ( a1 cos(γr ) + b1 sin(γr ))
rnew2 = r2 + θr ( a2 cos(γr ) + b2 sin(γr ))
rnew3 = r3 + θr ( a3 cos(γr ) + b3 sin(γr ))
}
}
Listing 4.2: Pseudo code for shifting orientation of an object

Both tests were run for both object models, one time for each algorithm.
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Figure 4.3: Plot of optimisation performance for translation shifts.

4.2.2

Results and observations

The results from the translation and orientation shift tests are plotted in
figure 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. Looking at the translation shifts, it can be
seen that the algorithms starts to fail at roughly the same distance for both
models. The algorithms seems to lose their success rate at a 2 mm distance
for the bearing box, and 3 mm for the axis. D2 CO has a slightly better
success rate than ICP for the bearing box when the distances are larger
than 2 mm, while ICP manages to keep a substantial higher success rate
than D2 CO for the axis on distances larger than 3 mm.
The orientation shift tests show similar trends as the translation shift tests.
The algorithms fails roughly at the same distances. For the bearing box, the
success rate of both algorithms seems to deteriorate with similar rate after
0.5 radians (≈ 28.7 degrees), while both algorithms gets reduced success
rate after the 0.3 radians (≈ 17.2 degrees) for the axis. D2 CO shows slightly
better robustness for both objects.

4.2.3

Analysis

Using equation 4.7, equation 4.8, the average area of projection of the
object’s bounding box, the z-distance to the object, and the focal length from
the intrinsic camera information, a rough average of the pixel area in the
image containing information about the object of interest can be calculated.
For the bearing box, the average projected area of its model bounding box
is 1542 mm2 , and it is placed 267 mm from the camera in the image (as
reported by the manually placed template). This gives an image area of
20184 pixels2 , or 2.6% of the image, containing information about the object,
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Figure 4.4: Plot of optimisation performance for error in orientation.

giving it an pixel density of 13.1 pixels2 /mm2 . Similarly, the axis with its
average projected bounding box area of 1957 mm2 and z distance of 367 mm
in the image, gets a pixel area of 13558 pixels2 , or roughly 1.7 % of the image
area. This gives a pixel information density of 6.9 pixels2 /mm2 .
The translation shift is more robust for the axis than for the bearing box.
Intuitively, the increased robustness can be explained by the z distances of
the objects in the image. As the distance between the object and the camera
increases, shifting of the object’s position gives less impact on the projection
of the object. Thus, the object can be shifted more before it generates a
projection that makes the optimiser fail. Because the axis is approximately
100 mm further away from the camera than the bearing box, it is easier
for the OA to find back to a position close to the initial point. Another
aspect is that the axis is a larger object than the bearing box, and that a
translation shift is considered smaller for the axis than for the bearing box
when proportions are considered.
An explanation may also be found in the pixel information density. The
information of the axis’ geometry is compressed into fewer pixels than the
bearing box. This gives the OA less chances to converge to local optima
away from the initial point. However, looking at the edges extracted from
the image in figure 4.2f, it can be seen that the reflecting surface of the object
in the image generates lines that are parallel to the contours of the object,
which could help the OA to not converge away from the initial orientation.
Also, these lines could pollute the evaluation function and make it give
a higher score even though the estimate is poor. In addition, the fact
that different evaluation score limits were used to classify the success rate
should also be considered. The pixel information density can be used to
reason why the OA is more robust to shifts in orientations for the bearing
box than for the axis. Because the OA have more information to process
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and compare, it manages to find results which aligns better.
All in all, not much can be concluded about how robust the OAs are from
this experiment. Neither is it possible to tell if the differences in robustness
originates from the object models, the difference in position to the camera,
or other factors. Also, the effect of translation and rotation combined have
not been assessed. However, the experiment results indicate that D2 CO
and ICP show almost equal robustness to the same problems. D2 CO had
a marginally smaller deterioration rate than ICP for the bearing box, while
ICP had slower deterioration rate for the axis. Because D2 CO faster than
ICP, D2 CO is the preferred OA to use in the following experiments.
The results show that a strategy is needed when generating the template
data base, and this strategy is a function of the object’s size and how far
it will be from the camera. For the bearing box object, the margin of
robustness to translation shifts is on the millimeter scale, while robustness
to orientation shifts are within a couple tenths of a radian. However, both
of these margins are most likely bound to change if the object is positioned
further away or closer to the camera.

4.3

Experiment 2: Testing different parameters for
template data base generation

As an initial test of the system, only the camera situated above the
workspace is used. The main goal of the experiment is to observe and
measure how the precision and performance of the pose refinement from
the OA change for different template data base generation strategies. As
observed in experiment 1, the OA shows some robustness to translation
and orientation shifts, i.e. if a candidate estimate is found within a certain
distance of an optimum, the OA manages to find it. However, the
robustness depends on a number of factors, such as the object’s position
with respect to the camera, as well as the object’s size. In this experiments
these factors will be kept constant, i.e. the same object will be used for
all experiment runs, and the distance between the camera and the work
table will be kept constant. In this way, only the changes from applying
different template data base generation strategies will affect the results, and
a comparison can be done.
Ideally, the template data base would be made big enough to discretise the
whole 3D work space with a granularity detailed enough to always choose
candidate estimates close to a good solution. Because of the sheer number
of templates needed to get that level granularity, it is not possible to do
in a practical setup. The time used for searching through the data base
would be too long. A good template generation strategy is the strategy
that manages to balance the trade off between candidate estimate precision
and data base size.
A single image might not always be enough to obtain a precise pose
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estimation [39][30]. However, a single image pose estimate is needed to
give a rough indication on where in the workspace the object could be
located. A robot manipulator can then be moved closer to obtain images
with more precise information. This places requirements on the pose
estimate from a single image, as the estimate have to be precise and robust
enough to enable the manipulator to move to a correct pose. If the precision
of the estimate is too poor, there is a chance that the manipulator is moved
to a location where it is unable to capture a better image of the object, which
will deteriorate the pose estimation.
Two main strategies for template data base generation will be explored in
this experiment: One prioritising detail in orientation, from now on called
the o-strategy, and one prioritising finer discretisation of the z-axis, called
the z-strategy. For these strategies, different sizes of the template data base
are generated by tuning the detail level. Higher detail level means larger
data bases and longer template matching times, and vice versa.
For this project, the bearing box (figure 4.2a) is used because it got some
distinct edges in its geometry. These edges can be recognised by the edge
detector from some views, while other views contain less information, and
will be harder to use for pose estimation. Thus, it is a good object to use for
exploring the performance of the estimation procedure.
In summary, the experiment goals are as following:
• For the two different template data base generation strategies, test
different sizes of the data base. Measure and generate statistics about
both the pose estimation error between the refined estimate and
the ground truth, as well as the pose estimation error between the
candidate estimation and the ground truth, and compare the results.
• Evaluate if the refined and/or candidate estimates are precise enough
to be used as an initial cue for the robot manipulator to move towards
the object.

4.3.1

Experiment setup and execution

The simulated work area is set up with the camera positioned 1.5 m above
the work table, oriented to point directly down, as seen in figure 4.1. The
choice of a 1.5 m distance is made because it is thought to give a good
balance between work scene overview and detail, while at the same time
keeping the camera out of the way of the manipulator.
The template data bases is generated as described in chapter 3.2, using
the roll/pitch sample step (∆θ), yaw sample step (∆φ), and z-axis sample
step (∆z) as control parameters for the template data base size. For the ostrategy, two values for ∆z are tested. One where ∆z is set to a larger value,
and one where the z-axis is not discretised at all, i.e. all candidates are
generated around the point of origin. Discretising the candidate estimation
depth into coarser pieces makes it possible to have smaller sample steps
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for the rotation samples while still keeping the template data base at a
manageable size. Inversily, for the z-strategy, ∆z is set to a smaller value,
which corresponds better to the observations from experiment 1 and the
dimensions of the bearing box, while the sample steps for the orientation
are set to coarser values to keep the template data base size down. An
overview of the parameter values in this experiment can be seen in table
4.2. Other values than those reported in the tables were also tested, but
the values listed generated the most stable results. As can be seen from
the table, the origin of the template data base generation is set to 2.5 cm
above the table. This is chosen because 2.5 cm is the half of the largest
dimension of the model’s bounding box, and will compensate for how the
origin of the model is shifted because of orientation. The radius of the
sphere was chosen to be a quarter of the largest dimension. As is apparent
from the table, only ∆θ, ∆φ and ∆z are used to tune the template data base
generation.
For all of the runs of the experiment, the poses of the object were set
as illustrated in the pseudo code in listing 4.3. xorigin , yorigin , xmin , xmax ,
xinc , ymin , ymax , yinc , γinit , γinc , β init , β inc , αinit and αinc are parameters
controlling how the pose of the object in the simulation is set, and are
summarised in table 4.3. Note that the algorithm acts on signals from the
task controller.
x = xorigin + xmin
y = yorigin + ymin
γ = γinit
β = β init
α = αinit
end = false
while (! end )
{
if ( taskControllerCue )
{
γ = γ + γinc
if (γ > γmax )
{
γ=0
β = β + β inc
if (β > β max )
{
β=0
α = α + αinc
if (α > αmax )
{
α=0
x = x + xinc
if (x > xorigin + xmax )
{
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x = xorigin + xmin
y = y + yinc
if (y > yorigin + ymax )
{
end = true
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
Listing 4.3: Pseudo code for pose update of the object.

The pose of the object was set in this manner to ensure that the poses
were evenly distributed across the whole work space while keeping the
whole object inside the image, and that every strategy configuration was
measured with the same data set. Using the parameters listed in table 4.3,
this generates 5207 different poses spread evenly on the table underneath
the camera. It is important to test pose estimation on images where
the object is located closer to the edges of the image, as these poses
have a larger distance to the camera, and might be harder to estimate
precisely.
To run the experiment, the system was loaded with the parameter values
in table 4.2 and 4.3, and the task controller was set to do the following tasks
in a loop:
1. Change the position of the object.
2. Capture an image of the scene.
3. Estimate pose using template matching with DCM and optimisation
with D2 CO
The experiment ended when the object had cycled through all possible
poses.

4.3.2

Results and observations

The statistics of the results from the experiments using the o-strategy are
summarised in table 4.4 and 4.5. Histograms of the distribution of the
position error and angular error for the smallest and biggest data base
are shown in figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. Table 4.4 and 4.5 show that the
mean and standard deviation of the position errors are approximately the
same for all three data base sizes where the z position is sampled coarsely,
but there is a trend of small reductions of the mean z position error and
total distance error. The o-strategy without z position sampling creates
candidate estimates with the lowest mean position error and standard
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Parameter

Parameter values for experiment 2
Comments
Value(s)

Camera position [m]
Camera
orientation
(RPY) [rad]

(0.8, 0, 2.0)

w.r.t world frame

(0, π2 , 0)

w.r.t world frame

q

60

λ

6.0

Template data base
generation origin [m]

(0, 0, 1.475)

∆θ & ∆φ [degrees]

**16,
*(**)18,
*22, *26, 30,
34, 38

zmax [m]

0.025

∆z [m]

0.025, *0.01,
**0.0

Sphere radius [m]

0.0125

See eq. 2.12 (As advised in
[39])
See eq. 2.12 (As advised in
[39])
w.r.t camera frame
Roll/Pitch and Yaw sample
steps. ∆θ and ∆φ were set
to the same value, except for
the values marked with (**),
where ∆θ = 18 and ∆φ = 16.
The sampling interval of positioning on the Z-axis relative
to the camera frame. Gives the
interval [−zmax , zmax ] around
the z-value of the origin
point.
The sampling step of the interval.
Radius of the sphere used to
generate templates with different orientations.

Table 4.2: Simulation experiment 2, system parameters. The values marked with (*) are for
the o-strategy, while values without (*) are for the z-strategy. (**) marks the values used for
the o-strategy with 0 z-axis sampling.
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Parameter

Object positioning parameters
Comments
Value(s)

Object position origin
(xorigin , yorigin , zorigin )[m]
Object init. orientation
(γinit , β init , αinit ) [rad]
Object position increment xinc & yinc [m]
Object orientation inc.
(γinc , β inc , αinc )[rad]
Object posit. minimum
xmin & ymin [m]
Object position maximum xmax & ymax [m]
Object orientation min.
(γmin , β min , αmin )
Object orientation max.
(γmax , β max , αmax )

(0.8, 0, 0.5)

In world coordinates

(0.0, 0.0, 0.0) RPY representation
0.075
(1.25, 1.25,
1.25)

Increment for the RPY parameters

-0.15

Relative to the origin

0.15

Relative to the origin

−π

RPY representation

π

RPY representation

Table 4.3: Simulation experiment 2, object positioning parameters.

deviation. Both the standard deviation and the mean for the position error
increases for the refined estimates, especially for the z position and the total
distances, which is also apparent from the histograms in figure 4.5 and 4.6.
However, these values decrease as the template data base size increases for
the o-strategy with the coarse z-position sampling. The largest data base
have the lowest mean and standard deviation of the z position and total
distance for the refined estimates.
Looking at the angular error statistics in table 4.6, it can be seen that the
refined estimate in general have a reduced mean angular error of around
0.02 rad, or approximately 1.15 degrees, while the standard deviation
increases with roughly the same amount. The histograms of the angular
errors in figure 4.7 and 4.8 show that the orientation estimates seems
to accumulate within a distance of 0.5 rad to 0 or π, while the other
estimates are spread between these values. Both histograms show that
the refined estimate have a bigger percentage of estimates with orientation
close to the ground truth, and this improves as the template data base size
increases. The o-strategy without z-position sampling have a slightly better
angular error distribution than the bigger data base with coarse z position
sampling.
The statistics from the experiments using the z-strategy are shown in table
4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. Similar to the o-strategy, when using the z-strategy the OA
creates refined position estimates with higher values for mean error and
standard deviation. The statistics of the angular error also shows similar
trends as with the o-strategy: The OA reduces the mean error minimally,
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No. of
templates

Candidate estimate mean error [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.

3889
3889*
4375

−10.6 −9.4
−7.5
42.7
−9.4
−9.5
−6.2
37.0
−10.2 −10.3 −5.6
41.5
37.0
−9.4
−9.5
−6.2
Refined estimate mean error [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.
−10.9 −10.1 −38.0 89.4
−9.6
−9.8
−23.9 77.2
−10.2 −10.6 −24.9 78.5
−9.6
−9.8
−23.9 77.2

5347

3890
3890*
4375
5347

Table 4.4: Mean position error for the o-strategy. The row marked with (*) uses the ostrategy with 0 z position sampling.

No. of
templates

Candidate estim. std. deviation [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.

3889
3889*
4375

26.2
24.6
25.0

22.5
21.1
21.8

29.7
21.8
29.7

5347

24.6

21.0

21.8

22.5
19.1
22.4
19.1

Refined estimate std. deviation [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.
3889
3889*
4375

28.9
26.9
27.4

24.0
22.2
23.1

102.1
89.4
92.0

5347

26.9

22.1

89.4

74.1
63.2
65.5
63.2

Table 4.5: Standard deviation position error for the o-strategy. The row marked with (*)
uses the o-strategy with 0 z position sampling.
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No. of
templates

3889
3889*
4375

Candidate estimate
Mean an- Std.
angular error gular error
[rad]
[rad]
1.62
1.15
1.43
1.20
1.46
1.19

5347

1.43

1.20

Refined estimate
Mean an- Std.
angular error gular error
[rad]
[rad]
1.59
1.17
1.41
1.22
1.43
1.21
1.22
1.41

Table 4.6: Mean and standard deviation of angular error for the o-strategy. The row marked
with (*) uses the o-strategy with 0 z position sampling.

but increases the standard deviation with the same amount. Comparing
the two strategies, it can be seen that the statistics from the z-strategy in
general have similar or higher values than the o-strategy. This can also be
seen when looking at the position error histogram in figure 4.9, and the
angular error histogram in figure 4.10.
The data base sizes increases with polynomial growth as the orientation
sampling steps becomes smaller. This is perhaps not so apparent from
the sizes of the data bases shown in these results, where the orientation
sample steps are set to 26, 22 and 18 degrees. However, when setting the
orientation step to 14 degrees, a data base with the size of 26965 templates is
created. For this system, data base sizes exceeding 5000-6000 templates are
considered too big because the search time becomes unpractically long. For
the data base with 6805 templates, the estimation procedure spent around
5 seconds for every estimate, while the data base with 1513 templates spent
around 1.5 seconds.
No. of
templates

Candidate estimate mean error [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.

1513
5833
6805

−11.1 −7.6
−5.3
42.9
−10.4 −9.0
−6.0
41.6
−10.9 −9.3
−6.1
42.2
Refined estimate mean error [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.
−11.7 −8.9
−49.9 104.1
−11.2 −9.9
−41.4 90.3
−11.5 −10.1 −30.0 83.2

1513
5833
6805

Table 4.7: Mean position error for the z-strategy.

It was observed during experiments that occasionally the OA would
produce irrational estimations where the position values were set to
random garbage or zero. This caused the refined estimate to deviate
quite far from the candidate estimate and thus create a very erroneous
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No. of
templates

Candidate estim. std. deviation [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.

1513
5833

25.7
26.5

23.8
22.2

28.4
27.9

6805

26.8

22.2

28.3

20.1
21.7
21.6

Refined estimate std. deviation [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.
1513
5833

28.5
29.1

25.8
23.8

115.7
102.5

6805

29.1

23.5

96.6

81.9
75.4
70.2

Table 4.8: Standard deviation position error for the z-strategy.

measurement. The source of the errors is unknown, and it seems to be
something internal happening within the Ceres library. To prevent these
errors of polluting the statistics of the experiment, all refined estimations
with a total position greater than three times the total position’s standard
deviation were removed from the data set.

4.3.3

Analysis

With the system configuration of this experiment, the pixel information
density of the object in the images is 1.26 pixels2 /mm2 , which is considerably less than in experiment 1. This is so small that it might be considered
close to the limit of what the system can handle, i.e. the errors emanated
from compressing too much information into each pixel will be too dominant for pixel information densities lower than this. The results from experiment 1 indicates that images with low pixel information density should be
more robust to translation shifts because the shifts affects the projection of
the object onto the image less than higher pixel density images. The results
from experiment 2 supports this hypothesis, as it can be seen that the ostrategy outperforms the z-strategy, which indicates that candidate estimation errors in z-distance has less severe impact on the refined estimation
precision than orientation errors. That being said, this behaviour might
stem from how the OA handles the DT3V tensor with the current values for
λ and q, i.e. it can not be concluded that this is the general behaviour for all
configurations.
Comparing the candidate and refined estimates of both types of strategies,
it is clear that optimising on a single image is not very robust for this
experiment’s configuration. Even though the OA manages to slightly
improve the x position, y positions and the orientation, the expense of the
increased inaccuracies in the z-position is not worth it, and in most cases it
would be better to simply keep the candidate estimate. That being said, the
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No. of
templates

1513
5833

Candidate estimate
Mean an- Std.
angular error gular error
[rad]
[rad]
1.75
1.03
1.62
1.12

6805

1.57

Refined estimate
Mean an- Std.
angular error gular error
[rad]
[rad]
1.73
1.07
1.60
1.14
1.18
1.55

1.16

Table 4.9: Mean and standard deviation of angular error for the z-strategy.

candidate estimates for both strategies seems to be precise enough to give
a rough indication on where in the work scene the object is located, and
can be used to move a manipulator end-effector into a more advantageous
position to capture a better image of the object. Also, these estimates are
"raw" estimates, i.e. they have not been evaluated . If we were only to look
at estimates that the system evaluates to acceptable, the statistics would
probably improve.
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Figure 4.5: Histograms of error distribution for the o-strategy with 3889 templates and 0 z
position sampling.

Intuitively, one could think that having a finer sampling of the z-axis would
decrease the refined estimate’s position error. However, the statistics from
the experiment results show that it is the o-strategy that achieves the most
precise refined estimates of the z position, and the precision increases when
the orientation sampling steps gets smaller. A reason for this might be the
shape of the model. The model’s projected contours are quite similar if the
object is flipped 180 degrees around, especially when the information of
the object is compressed into as few pixels as in this experiment. This in
turn can make the estimate converge to a pose with a 180 degree angular
error in the orientation, which explains the gathering of angular errors
close to π in figure 4.7 and 4.8. In the CAD model of the object, the
object’s coordinate frame’s origin is attached to one of the object’s corner
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edges, and not its center. Thus, an orientation error of 180 degrees causes
a position error which is proportionate to the object’s dimensions. The
object’s dimensions measures 50 mm × 45 mm × 25 mm, which is quite
well reflected in the candidate estimate total distance error, as seen in table
4.4. If the model’s coordinate frame origin was positioned at the object’s
center, the positions errors might have been less. With this reasoning,
improving the orientation sample steps of the candidate estimates increases
the probability of finding a candidate estimate with an orientation close
to the ground truth, which in turn indirectly affects the position estimate
statistics in a positive way.
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Figure 4.6: Histograms of position error distribution for the o-strategy with 5347 templates.

The difference between the statistics of the candidate and refined estimate
errors shows a specific pattern: The refined estimate reduces the mean
error by roughly 0.02 radians, but increases the standard deviation with
approximately the same amount. A reason for this might be that the
OA manages to move some of the candidate orientation estimates with
angular error close to 0 even closer to this value, making the average error
slightly smaller, but increases the variance because the estimate errors are
moved further away from each other. However, 0.02 radians is within
the quantisation error caused by dividing the edge line orientations into
q orientation channels, and is all in all quite a small change in the statistics.
A better understanding can be obtained by looking at the histograms in
figure 4.7 and 4.8. These figures show that a higher percent of the refined
estimates have angular errors which are 0.1 radians or smaller.
The results show that the o-strategy is the best performing strategy of
the two. Both the candidate and refined estimates give results with
better statistical properties and more estimates close to the ground truth,
while at the same time having fewer templates in their data bases. For
the following experiments, the o-strategy without z-position sampling
will be used because it offers a fine balance between data base size and
performance.
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Figure 4.7: Histograms of angular error distribution for the o-strategy with 3889 templates
and 0 z position sampling.
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Figure 4.8: Histograms of angular error distribution for the o-strategy with 5347 templates

4.4

Experiment 3: Testing different distances between
the camera and the object

This experiment aims to test how reducing the distance between the camera
and the object affects the precision of the estimate. Additionally, this
experiment will only do pose estimation with the object positioned in
the middle of the work table with different orientations. This creates
projections of the object that are centered around the middle of the image,
which might make it easier for the OA to find a good solution, because
the object will be located closer to the origin where the templates are
generated. By comparing the results from this experiment with the results
from experiment 2, information of how much this affects the quality of the
estimation can be uncovered.
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Figure 4.9: Histograms of error distribution for strategy prioritising finer z position
sampling with 6805 templates
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Figure 4.10: Histograms of angular error distribution for strategy prioritising finer z
position sampling with 6805 templates

The reduction of the distances between the camera and the object is made
by moving the camera closer to the table. Running the experiments for
different distances, and only keeping the object positioned around the
center of the image as explained above, the experiment goals can be
summarised as the following:
• Test and see if the statistics of the pose estimation improves as the
camera is moved closer to the object.
• Compare with the statistics of experiment 2 to see if pose estimation
on images with the object appearing close to the center of the images
show any improvements compared to estimation on images where
the objects can appear closer to the edges of the image.
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Experiment 3: Object positioning parameters
Comments
Parameter
Value(s)
Object position increment xinc & yinc [m]
Object orientation inc.
(γinc , β inc , αinc )[rad]
Object posit. minimum
xmin & ymin [m]
Object position maximum xmax & ymax [m]

0
(0.5,
0.5)

0.5,

Increment step for position
update.
Increment for the RPY parameters

0

Relative to the origin

0

Relative to the origin

Table 4.10: Simulation experiment 3, object positioning parameters. Only updated
parameter values are shown. The other are set to the values shown in table 4.3

4.4.1

Experiment setup and execution

The simulated work area is set up identically as experiment 2. Five runs
of the experiment will be conducted. For each run, the distance between
the table and camera is changed. For this experiment, the distances 1.5,
1.25, 1.0, 0.75 and 0.5 meters will be tested. The pose estimation uses the
o-strategy without z-position sampling from experiment 2.
The setting of the object pose is done in a similar way as in experiment 2,
except that the position increments and min/max values are set to zero,
and the orientation increments are lower, as shown in table 4.10. These
parameters generates 2197 different poses when used with the algorithm
illustrated in listing 4.3. The task controller is set up to do the same as in
experiment 2.

4.4.2

Results and observations

Similarly to experiment 2, all estimations with total position error greater
than three times its standard deviation are removed from the data set. The
statistics of the results for all runs are summarised in table 4.11, 4.12 and
4.13. Intuitively enough, the precision of the pose estimation increases as
the distance between the camera and the table decreases. Table 4.11 show
that the mean total position error of the candidate estimate is reduced by
approximately 1 mm every time the camera is moved 25 cm closer. For
the refined estimates, the improvements are more significant, and for the
first time the refined estimate have better mean error than the candidate
estimate, as is the case for the 0.5 m and 0.75 m distance. The refined
position estimate’s statistics reduces its mean error by approximately 45
mm and its standard deviation by around 40 mm when decreasing the
distance by 1 m. However, table 4.12 shows that the standard deviation of
the refined estimates in general are larger than their candidate counterpart.
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Distance
to table
[m]

Candidate estimate mean error [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.

1.5
1.25
1.0
0.75

−7.7
−8.4
−2.7
34.0
−6.6
−8.3
−2.4
32.9
−6.0
−7.8
−2.2
31.6
−6.5
−8.3
−2.4
30.8
30.0
−7.1
−6.7
−1.9
Refined estimate mean error [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.
−7.6
−8.4
−15.4 71.4
−6.7
−8.3
−7.6
51.7
−5.9
−7.7
−4.2
37.2
−6.4
−8.2
−4.2
30.1
25.3
−7.1
−6.6
−3.4

0.5

1.5
1.25
1.0
0.75
0.5

Table 4.11: Mean position error for estimation with different distances between camera and
object.

The standard deviation of the candidate estimate position error is not
changed as the distance between the camera and the table decreases.
Table 4.13 show that the mean angular error for the candidate estimates are
reduced as the distance to the table is reduced, but the standard deviation
stays more or less the same. The identical trend can be seen with the refined
estimate. Similar to the results in experiment 2, the mean angular error of
the refined estimate is reduced by roughly 0.04 radians, but the standard
deviation increases with the same amount. This is approximately double
the amount from experiment 2. Both the candidate and refined estimate’s
mean angular error reduces by over 0.2 radians when reducing the camera
distance from 1.5 m to 0.5 m.
The histograms for the estimates with 1.5 m distance are shown in figure
4.11 and 4.13, while the histograms for the estimates with 0.5 m distance
are shown in figure 4.12 and 4.14. It can be seen that the major changes are
for the z-position error and angular error. In the 1.5 m distance histograms,
less than 10% of the position errors are within 1 cm from the the ground
truth, while roughly 26% of the angular errors are within 0.1 radians of the
true orientation. In the 0.5 distance histograms, over 40% of position errors
are within 1 cm, and over 40% of the angular errors are within 0.1 radians
of the ground truth.
The statistics of the 1.5 m distance run and the o-strategy without z-position
sampling form experiment 2 are summarised in table 4.14. The results from
this experiment show similar or less mean error and standard deviation
in position, less mean angular error, but slightly larger angular standard
deviation.
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Distance
to table
[m]

Candidate estimate std. deviation [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.

1.5
1.25
1.0
0.75

21.9
20.8
19.9
18.8

21.5
21.2
20.7
19.9

20.8
20.7
20.7
20.8

0.5

18.3

19.4

20.8

18.9
18.8
18.9
18.8
18.5

Refined estimate std. deviation [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.
1.5
1.25
1.0
0.75

22.2
21.0
20.0
18.9

21.8
21.4
20.8
19.9

90.2
59.8
38.5
29.9

0.5

18.5

19.5

22.2

66.1
44.5
32.3
29.5
26.1

Table 4.12: Standard deviation of position error for estimation with different distances
between camera and object.

Distance
to table

1.5
1.25
1.0
0.75

Candidate estimate
Mean an- Std.
angular error gular error
[rad]
[rad]
1.36
1.22
1.28
1.22
1.19
1.22
1.15
1.22

0.5

1.14

1.19

Refined estimate
Mean an- Std.
angular error gular error
[rad]
[rad]
1.34
1.24
1.25
1.26
1.15
1.26
1.10
1.26
1.23
1.09

Table 4.13: Mean and standard deviation of angular error for pose estimation from with
different distances to table.

Type of
estimation
Object
appearing
near edges
of image
Object
centered in
image

Pos. error & std [mm] (err/std)
tot.
x
y
z
dist.

Ang. [rad]
ang.
ang.
std.
err.

−9.6
/26.9

−9.8
/22.2

−23.9
/89.4

77.2
/63.2

1.41

1.22

−7.6 /
22.2

−8.4
/21.8

−15.4
/90.2

71.4
/66.1

1.33

1.24

Table 4.14: Statistics summary of pose estimation done on images where the object can
appear near the edges of the image (experiment 2), and estimation done on images where
the object appear near the center of the image (experiment 3).
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Figure 4.11: Histograms of position estimation errors distribution for camera positioned 1.5
m over the work table.
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Figure 4.12: Histograms of position estimation errors distribution for camera positioned 0.5
m over the work table.

4.4.3

Analysis

Similar to experiment 2, it can be seen that the position error of the refined
estimate reduces when the angular error reduces, which can be explained
by how the coordinate system is attached to the object’s CAD model file
as explained in chapter 4.3.3. As the camera moves closer, and the pixel
information density increases, the template matching manages to find
candidate estimates with more precise orientations, which in turn helps
the OA’s performance. Table 4.13 shows that the difference between the
candidate and refined estimate’s mean angular error gets slightly bigger
as the candidate estimate’s precision increases. One reason for this can
be that the OA receives more candidates which are possible to refine to
good solutions. Another reason can be that the OA have more information
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Figure 4.13: Histograms of angular estimation error distributions for camera positioned 1.5
m over the work table.
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Figure 4.14: Histograms of angular estimation error distributions for camera positioned 0.5
m over the work table.

to work with due to having more pixels containing object information.
Nevertheless, the results from this experiment confirms that when the
object information is expressed with a larger amount of pixels, the precision
increases, which also matches the hypothesis of the orientation robustness
from experiment 1. Both the candidate and refined mean angular error
decreases while the standard deviation stays more or less the same, which
is the same as in experiment 2.
Comparing the histograms in figure 4.13 and 4.14, it is clear that the 0.5 m
distance run have less candidates with 180 degree angular error than the
1.5 m distance run. A reason for this might be that as more pixels contain
information of the object, the candidate estimate rely less on the contour of
the object and more on other details of the object geometry, which in turn
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helps to find a candidate close to the correct orientation.
Looking at the comparison between the statistics from the 1.5 m distance
run with the statistics from experiment 2 in table 4.14, the difference of
mean errors and standard deviations are within 1 cm and 0.1 radians,
which is not a big difference. The slightly bigger values for the estimations
in experiment 2 can be explained by the distance between the camera
and the object increases as the object is moved closer to the image edges,
which gives less pixels for the OA to work with. All in all this endorses
a hypothesis that the pose estimation quality is robust to where in the
image the object appears. However, because the FOV is quite small in this
configuration, the changes in perspective when the object is moved closer
to the image edges are small as well. The estimation quality could be more
deteriorated if a camera with larger FOV was used.

4.5

Experiment 4: Using multiple template candidates
for the refined estimate

The best template in the data base might not always be the best initial guess
for the OA. By trying not to only optimise the best template match, but the n
best, the OA might manage to converge to a better solution. Additionally,
because the evaluation function is used to choose the best of the refined
estimations, it is interesting to look at the precision of the estimate when
the system evaluates it as successful, i.e. the estimate receives an evaluation
score over a certain threshold. In the previous experiments, all results
were reported without considering their quality. By removing all estimates
the system itself classify as poor, the true precision of the estimation
procedure can be revealed. The experiment goals are summarised as the
following:
• Use the 5, 10, 20 and 30 best matches from the template data base as
input to the OA, and pick the highest scoring estimate as the result.
Compare with the results from experiment 3.
• Examine the results when estimates with an evaluation score below a
threshold are removed.

4.5.1

Experiment setup and execution

The system is set up identically to experiment 3, using the parameters from
table 4.10 to control the pose update of the object, and using the same
parameters to generate the template data base. The camera is positioned
0.5 m over the work table.
The pose estimation includes an extra step where a loop runs through the
n best templates from the data base and applies the OA on each template.
The refined estimate getting the highest score from the evaluation function
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(from equation 2.18) is chosen as the final, refined pose estimate. Listing
4.4 illustrates the logic flow for using the n best templates.
matches = getCandidateEstimates (n)
bestEstimate = ∅
bestEvaluationScore = 0
for ( all n templates in matches )
{
estimate = refineEstimate ( currentTemplate )
score = evaluate ( estimate )
if ( score > bestEvaluationScore )
{
bestEvaluationScore = score
bestEstimate = estimate
}
}
Listing 4.4: Pseudo code for using the n best templates in pose estimation.

The experiment have four runs where n is set to 5, 10, 20 and 30. A
threshold value of 0.8 was chosen to separate between good and bad
estimates, which is the same used in [30]. Estimates with lower evaluation
score than this are classified as too inaccurate. The task controller is set to
do the same as in experiment 2 and 3.

4.5.2

Results and observations

Similar to the previous experiments, all refined estimates with total
distance greater than three times its standard deviation was removed from
the data set. The results of the experiment are shown in table 4.15, 4.16
and 4.17, and in the histograms in figure 4.15, 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18. Only
the statistics of the refined estimates are shown in the tables, because
the candidate estimate statistics are more or less similar to the 0.5 m
distance run in experiment 3. The candidate errors shown in the histograms
are from the candidates receiving the highest score from the evaluation
function.
The tables show that the refined estimate’s mean error and standard
deviation is slightly less for all values of n when comparing to the 0.5
distance run in experiment 3 (table 4.11 and 4.12). After removing the
estimates with too low evaluation scores, the mean and standard deviation
are reduced notably. This is also shown in the histograms in figure 4.17 and
4.18. Keep in mind that the statistics in the tables are based on the results
after removal of outliers, which means that they do not take into account
the few estimates around π in figure 4.18.
Looking at the refined estimate’s mean angular error, table 4.17 shows that
this is reduces as the number of templates increases. Also, these values
reduces notably when the estimates with too low evaluation scores are
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removed. The histograms show that around 55% of the refined estimates
have position errors within 1 cm and 0.1 radians, which is an improvement
of approximately 10% from experiment 3. 49.7% of the estimates in total
had adequate evaluation scores.
Optimising n templates adds extra duration to the overall pose estimation
by around 50 · n ms. Estimation using 30 templates took around 6.5 - 7.5
seconds for every estimate.
No. of
templates

Refined estimate mean error [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.

5
10
20
30
30*

−6.9
−6.6
−6.4
−6.7
0.3

−6.8
−7.0
−6.9
6.9
0.3

−2.9
−2.2
−2.1
−1.9
1.3

24.2
23.3
22.5
22.4
2.2

Table 4.15: Mean position error when using multiple candidates for the estimation. (*)
marks the results after estimates with evaluation score below the threshold are removed.

4.5.3

Analysis

This experiment shows that the OA manages to find good estimates of the
pose if the right candidate is used as input, and by using more candidates
located around the true pose, the probability of finding a good candidate
increases. Also, this experiment verifies that the evaluation score can be
used to determine if an estimate is more precise than another. Considering
the increase in precision shown in the tables and histograms, it can be
concluded that the evaluation score is usable for deducing the quality of
a pose estimate.
The estimate’s precision seems to improve more when n is increased from
1 to 5, from 5 to 10 and from 10 to 20. From 20 to 30 the improvement is
minimal. A reason for this might be that the quality of the candidates are
No. of
templates

Refined estimate std. deviation [mm]
tot.
x
y
z
dist.

5
10
20
30
30*

18.2
18.2
17.8
17.9
0.7

19.0
18.8
18.8
18.7
0.9

20.9
20.1
19.9
20.3
2.9

25.4
25.4
25.5
26.0
2.6

Table 4.16: Standard deviation of position error when using multiple candidates for the
estimation. (*) marks the results after estimates with evaluation score below the threshold
are removed.
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No. of
templates

5
10
20
30
30*

Refined estimate
Mean an- Std.
angular error gular error
[rad]
[rad]
1.04
1.23
1.00
1.22
0.96
1.22
0.95
1.22
0.03
0.03

Table 4.17: Mean and standard deviation of angular error when using multiple candidates
for the estimation. (*) marks the results after estimates with evaluation score below the
threshold are removed.
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Figure 4.15: Histograms of position estimation error distributions when using the 30 best
templates as initial guess for the optimisation algorithm.

too poor when they are further down the candidate queue, and that the
OA is unable to find good solutions from them. However, this could be
a property of the template data base generation strategy used. If the data
base was bigger and contained finer sampled templates, bigger values for
n might improve the estimate even more.
Considering the improvement of the statistics of the orientation error
in table 4.17, and the improvement seen in figure 4.16 compared to
experiment 3, the extra time usage added from optimising the extra
candidates is a reasonable trade-off for the increased precision.
Looking at the statistics and plots of the pose estimates where lower scoring
results are removed, the statistics are reduced by roughly one order of
magnitude. Both the mean and standard deviation of the position error
are below 3 mm. Considering that the object used in the experiment have
the dimensions of 45 mm × 50 mm × 25 mm, these results seem precise
enough to enable a manipulator to move closer and do initial manipulation
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Figure 4.16: Histograms of angular estimation error distributions when using the 30 best
templates as initial guess for the optimisation algorithm.
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Figure 4.17: Histograms of position estimation error distributions when using the 30 best
templates, and the estimates with evaluation score under the threshold are removed.

on the object. These results show that the estimation procedure manages
to assess its own results while creating close to zero false positives. This
is an important finding, because it increases both the robustness and the
integrity of the estimation results. In a practical setup, if the system
considers the refined estimate to be too weak, it will discard the result and
move to another location to try again.
Looking at the position error distributions in figure 4.17, it is clear that
the z-position is the hardest position dimension to estimate, which is also
showing in the statistics. The angular error distribution presented in figure
4.18 show that the grand majority, over 90 %, of the orientation errors
are within 0.05 radians. However, a few estimates gather around the π
mark. The reason for this is probably that the object have symmetries in
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Figure 4.18: Histograms of angular estimation error distributions when using the 30 best
templates, and the estimates with evaluation score under the threshold are removed.

its structure giving identical projections if it is rotated 180 degrees around
a certain axis, which gives the OA a 50-50 chance of estimating the pose
correctly.

4.6

Experiment 5: Pose refinement using two images

Spatial information of the object is lost when it is projected onto an
image. By using two or more images taken from different views, the
lost information can be obtained through different methods. In a similar
manner, a candidate estimate can be refined using information from two
or more views. This might enable the OA to converge to better solutions.
However, this might also create more opportunities for the OA to converge
to local optima.
In this experiment, two images will be used to refine the candidate
poses. The first image will be captured by the eye-to-hand camera, while
the second will be captured by the eye-in-hand camera attached to the
manipulator. The manipulator will be positioned so that its camera is
directed towards the object from an angle specified by rm , θm and φm
described in chapter 3.5.2. Different angles will be tested to see if this affects
the precision or robustness of the estimate.
The goals of this experiment are:
• Compare the results from two-view estimation with single view
estimation from the previous experiment.
• Test to see if the pose estimation is affected by using different values
for θm and φm .
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Parameter values for motion planner
Parameter
Values(s)
Comment
Radius for spherical corm [m]
0.5
ordinates calculations.
Angle w.r.t the z-axis
for spherical coordinθm * [degrees]
15, 30, 45
ates calculations.
Angle w.r.t the x-axis
φm * [degrees]
15, 30, 45
for spherical coordinates calculations.
Table 4.18: Parameter values used for setting the manipulator pose.
parameters that are tested. See equation 3.1 and 3.3 for details.

4.6.1

(*) marks the

Experiment setup and execution

The system is set up identical to experiment 4, using the same object
pose update parameters from table 4.10, and the same template data base
generation strategy. Number of templates used for pose refinement is set
to 1. The values of the parameters used to set the manipulator pose are
summarised in table 4.18.
The object pose used to calculate the manipulator goal pose was retrieved
from the ground truth pose of the object. This was done to keep
the object centered in the image captured by the eye-in-hand camera,
and in this way prevent errors generated by poor candidate estimates
setting the manipulator in an unfavorable pose. This gives a more fair
comparison. The evaluation function was set up to calculate the score
using information from two images. The experiment have five runs where
different combinations of the values for θm and φm listed in table 4.18 were
used. To keep experiment time usage down, not all combinations of θm
and φm were tested. The template matching was done using the image
from the eye-to-hand camera. The candidate estimate from the matching
was then refined using two-view optimisation. The task controller was set
to do the following in a loop: Update object position, capture image from
eye-to-hand camera, move robot to the decided pose, capture image with
eye-in-hand camera, estimate the pose.

4.6.2

Results and observations

The two-view evaluation score was a lot stricter than the single view, and
generally gave lower scores than 0.8 which was used in experiment 4.
When the threshold was set to 0.8, only 1-4% of the total estimates was
evaluated as good enough, which is not enough to generate comparable
statistics. Also, it gave a lot of false negatives, and removed numerous good
quality estimates. It was observed that the evaluation function occasionally
failed, giving estimates a score of 0.0 even though it was close to the ground
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θm /φm
[degrees]

Evaluated estimates
Std. z- Mean
Std.
pos. err. ang. err. ang. err.
[mm]
[rad]
[rad]
2.2
0.03
0.03
2.5
0.03
0.03
2.2
0.03
0.04
2.1
0.03
0.03
1.7
0.04
0.06

Mean zpos. err.
[mm]
0.8
1.1
0.6
0.3
0.7

15/15
15/30
30/15
30/30
45/45

% of tot.
est.
10.7
11.8
9.6
10.0
7.5

Table 4.19: Mean and standard deviation for position and angular error of evaluated
estimates from two-view estimations.

truth. The reason for this is unknown, but seems to originate from a
function extracting the needed image statistics to do the evaluation.
To adjust for the failing evaluation function, the evaluation score threshold
was set 0.55. This marked around 10% of the estimates as acceptable. The
statistics of these results are presented in table 4.19, and the distributions
of the errors are shown in figure 4.19 and 4.20. Only the statistics for the
z-position error are listed in the tables, because the statistics for the x and y
position is close to similar to the results in experiment 4. Note that the
statistics in the table are presented with the outliers seen in figure 4.20
removed. Two-view estimation used 3-6 seconds for every estimate.
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Figure 4.19: Histograms of position estimation error distributions when using two-view
estimation.

4.6.3

Analysis

Two-view estimation have a lower percentage of good estimates than the
single-view estimation used in experiment 4. Even though a portion of
the removed estimates can be explained by the failing evaluation function,
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Figure 4.20: Histograms of angular estimation error distributions when using two-view
estimation. These are the estimations from the view where θm = 15 and φm = 30 degrees.

the main reason is that two-view estimation in general produces less good
estimates for this configuration when compared to experiment 4. A reason
for this might be that the setup favors single view estimation. The object
is placed on a table, and the eye-to-hand camera is positioned so that the
variation in depth in the image is only changed by how the orientation
moves the origin attached to the model. This makes the variation of
depth in the image small, which favors single-view estimation. Because
the template data base strategy is focused on orientation sampling, it is
not unlikely for the candidate pose to have a z-position error around 20
mm, which is shown in the previous experiment results. For single-view
estimation, the OA can obtain good results even though the candidate
estimate have a poor guess of the z-position of the object, simply because
the error is not very visible from its point of view. Because of this, the single
view optimisisation can focus on getting the orientation right. The situation
is different for the two-view estimation. Because candidate estimates are
extracted from the image captured by the overhanging eye-to-hand camera,
it will generate candidates with z-position errors that are hardly visible
from the eye-to-hand point of view, but very apparent from the eye-inhand view. Considering that the OA is quite sensitive to translation errors
in the candidate estimate, which was shown in experiment 1, the big zposition error introduced is bound to make the OA converge to a weaker
solution in many cases. In other words, two-view estimation shifts the
focus from reducing orientation errors, to reducing z-position errors. This
is also shown in the statistics in table 4.19, where it is seen that the mean
and standard deviation of the z-position error is reduced comparing with
the statistics in tables 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17, while the mean and standard
deviation of the angular error is increased as the angle between the views
increases.
Looking at the histogram of the angular error distribution in figure 4.20, it
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can be seen that a few estimates are gathered around the π mark, which
is probably a result of symmetries in the object structure, like in previous
results. This is probably the cause of the tiny spike near the 20 mm total
distance error seen in figure 4.19. It was observed that these symmetry
errors was removed when the threshold was set to 0.8, which indicates that
optimising and evaluating an estimate from a second view removes these
errors. However, because there were so few candidates with an evaluation
score higher than 0.8, and because the symmetry error only appears from
very distinctive views of the object, no conclusions can be made from the
results of this experiment alone.
A possible reason for the low two-view evaluation scores, might be that
the equation calculating these scores (equation 2.18) is relying on that
lines obtained from the projection of the refined estimate will overlap lines
extracted from the input image. However, if the OA has found an object
pose which is a compromise between the errors in both images, these lines
might not overlap, which will lead to low evaluation scores.
This experiment show that a template data base generation strategy and
evaluation function giving acceptable results for single-view estimation,
might not perform equally well on two-image estimation.
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Chapter 5

Discussion, Conclusion and
further work
This chapter concludes the thesis with a discussion of the experiment
results, a conclusive comparison of the results with the thesis goals, and
finally describes the possibilities for future work.

5.1

Discussion of results

Robustness The results from experiment 1 indicates that D2 CO is equally
robust as ICP. Both of the OAs refined estimates started deteriorate for
candidate estimates with the same error distances. It was shown that
the OAs started to fail when the translation errors exceeded 2-3 mm,
which is also thought to be one of the reasons the two-view estimation
in experiment 5 produced fewer good estimates than the single-view
estimation. Similarly, the estimates started to fail when the orientation error
exceeded a certain limit. This limit was increased for the object with higher
pixel information density, which could explain the improvements seen in
the results of experiment 3.

Data base generation strategy In experiment 2, two data base generation
strategies were tested, and a strategy prioritising more detailed orientation
sampling gave the best results. The results from experiment 3 show that the
strategy performed better when the camera was moved closer to the object,
and that the reason for the improved estimates probably arise from the
OA having more pixels containing information of the object, which reduces
the orientation errors of the estimate. Using the evaluation function from
equation 2.18, experiment 4 shows that the strategy produces estimation
errors with mean and standard deviation both under 3 mm for the position
error, and 0.03 radians for the orientation error.
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Performance affecting properties and configurations The histograms in
figure 4.13 and 4.14 shows that estimates with angular errors close to π
are reduced when moving the camera closer to the object. The reason for
this is thought to be that as more and more pixels contain information of
the object, the estimate rely less on information from the contour lines,
which may appear identical if the object is rotated 180 degrees around,
and more on lines generated by the geometric structure of the object.
Also, as shown in figure 4.18 and 4.20, orientation errors close to π
appears in estimates which receives acceptable scores from the evaluation
function. This indicate that symmetries in the object causes projections that
appear identical in an image, which makes it impossible to produce an
unambiguous estimate. Also, as seen in figure 4.2f, the specular surface
of the object produces distinct lines which may affect the effectiveness of
the estimation.

Evaluation function As the quality of the estimate may vary depending
on numerous factors, assessing an estimate’s quality is a key requirement
for producing an estimate with integrity. The results from experiment 4
show that the evaluation function manages to sort good estimates from
the bad ones for single image estimation. However, the results from
experiment 5 show that the same technique produces false negatives when
used in a multi-view setting.

Single-view estimation vs. two-view estimation The experiments conducted in this thesis have been favoring single view estimation by only
doing estimation on an object located on a table underneath the camera.
However, it can be seen from the single-image estimation results that the
z-position error is substantially bigger than the x- and y-position errors,
which indicates that single-view estimation will struggle in settings where
there are bigger variation in distance between the object and the camera.
Two-view estimation seems to reduce the z-position error, especially when
the angle between the two views increases.

Implementation Setting this system up in simulation made it practically
possible to conduct the experiments. The experiments could be run without
surveillance, and results could be obtained and compared to the ground
truth, making it possible to observe small changes in performance. That
being said, because the implementation is done in ROS, it can be set up
to work on a real robot with little effort. It is clear that the system is
not capable of doing real time pose estimation, as the whole procedure
takes several seconds to execute. Thus, the system is only able to do pose
estimation on non-moving objects.
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5.2

Conclusion

This thesis presented the implementation of a robot system made up of
a model based pose estimation procedure and a robot manipulator with
two cameras set up in a simulator. The robot manipulator is equipped
with a high level task controller and a motion planner. The model based
pose estimation procedure uses LSD, DCM, a Levenberg-Marquardt OA
and an evaluation function to compare lines extracted from a CAD model
of an object to lines extracted from an image of the object. An estimate of
the object’s pose is produced by reducing the DCM distance between the
two sets of lines. By only utilising lines extracted from the structure of the
object, the pose estimation procedure is not depending on texture or other
visual features, which makes the method applicable for a larger range of
objects with different material properties.
The implemented system was utilised to test different system configurations and data base generation strategies. The results from the experiments
show that the OAs managed to converge to good solutions even though the
candidate estimate had translation and orientation errors. For strategy testing, an orientation centered strategy gave more precise results. Reducing
the distance between the camera and the object reduces the orientation error of the pose estimate, and coupling this with the evaluation function, the
pose estimation procedure manages to produce estimates with high integrity, and with a precision which should be good enough to enable the manipulator to move closer to the object to do initial manipulation or obtain
more precise measurements. Further, it was shown that a template data
base generation strategy with good performance on single-view estimation
does not perform equally well on multi-view estimation.
The system was implemented to explore if DCM is a method usable in an
AMA system acting as a production center in an ER system. Considering
the precision of the results and that the method is applicable on any rigid
structure, pose estimation using DCM seems to be a promising technique
to obtain the flexibility needed for an ER production center.

5.3

Future work

The focus of this thesis has been to show that acceptable pose estimation
results can be obtained using DCM. However, the experiments have been
conducted with no variation on type of model, and in an uncomplicated
environment. Also, some aspects with the implemented system and model
based estimation in general should be researched further. This opens up
possibilities for future work.

Object models and symmetry It was shown that symmetries in the object
model causes ambiguous estimates. To prevent the estimates of being
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affected by this, the system needs some kind of understanding of where on
the object these symmetries appear. Algorithms identifiying symmetries
in 3D models exists [42], and research should be done to merge this
functionality into the pose estimation procedure.

Object models and estimate precision The precision of the pose estimation is connected to the size of the object. In theory, if the object size increases, but the size of the object’s projection in the image stays the same,
the estimate precision will be reduced because the information of the object is expressed with fewer pixels. Research should be conducted to either
develop a new metric from the ground up, or refine the metric proposed in
this thesis, so that the system can use information from the model description file to determine how precise it is possible to localise the object.

Object diversity Most of the experiments in this thesis are conducted on
the same object. Even though pose estimation using DCM looks promising
when used to localise this particular object, other objects might introduce
complications which are not identified and addressed in this thesis.
Because of this, the pose estimation procedure should be systematically
tested on a large range of objects.

Template matching and template data base generation The method used
to match templates in this thesis has its weakness in that it needs to sample
close to the true pose of the object. This creates an unmanageable amount
of templates to match if the search space is is too big. Better solutions to
this problem should be researched, especially one where fewer templates
are needed.

Multi-view estimation It is clear that multi-view estimation offers increased robustness, flexibility and precision, and is a needed feature in an
image based pose estimation system. Even though the results from this
thesis shows that the current implementation is not managing to perform
multi-view estimation effectively, it should be researched and developed
further to document its full potential. Elements of particular interest are
how to find the best next view granting the most information to improve
the estimate, and how to use the second view during template matching to
make sure the candidate pose is closer to the ground truth.

Tuning other parameters Only a subset of the system’s tunable parameters have been tested, and tuning other parameters may have a positive
effect on system performance. Research should be conducted where the
effect of changing these parameters is documented.
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Test in more complicated settings The results in this thesis were drawn
from experiments where the object to be localised is positioned directly
beneath the camera. This is probably a simpler task to solve than in many
practical scenarios, and more difficult settings should be tested, especially
settings where there are more variation in distance between camera and
object.
Optimise algorithm The majority of the time usage of the pose estimation
procedure is spent on template matching. By reducing this, the overall
pose estimation procedure is speeded up. A GPU-accelerated version of
template matching using DCM exists [47], and should be implemented in
this system.
Implementation of a real system The results found in simulation need to
be validated on a real setup. This involves replicating experiments using
real robot cells, but also to move the research focus towards flexibility in
controllers, planners, and mechanical devices.
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